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p ù & m w o m D
This #t#dy d#e# hot .#### tô h# m  «xhaastive «aalysts 
#f Graham %##»#*# eê» of ehlW sysfeoliw# «®ir æ  eetiraly ôrigl- 
mal; ohaervatiom* Critics ■ hav* .recogmiaai Crmaaa * a, recmrramt thms 
*f ahildhwdÿ althoégh it oomld appgar from th# availahla litara- 
tmr# that tha majority-of the rmriomsr# here merely meetiomed it 
to peeeim# emd here mot «wueimed its eigmifieemee, Graeme'# com- 
eoro with good W  evil from # Cotholto potot of vie* mpyemr# to 
ho the emhjmet dealt with me# frtftoatly to the 'articles# while 
the eigelfieemee of the child to the strmetmre of plot amd develop* 
memt of thee# has heen all hot emtirely megleeted,
dime# crittoe believe that childhood ie of particular i«- 
portamce to Greene# and yet do mot stress the theemtic fwmetiem 
of the child to relation.'to. admit hOhevio## It ie the pmrpoee of 
this paper to show that the role of the child is am integral part 
of the framewoch or deyelegmem# of the plot as well .as of the theme* 
The artietie# social# moral and# to some degree# the religiome 
waleee of the theme of childhood are specifically pmrmssd* Child 
eymheliem# as a gooermtog prtoeiple or point of view pervading all 
hie worhe# ie dwelt mpom to Chapter IV.
The eeope of the tooe#ig#iem ee#ri##e thoee moeele and
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ia wMeh the child flgcr# meac to pr#&mlmct## 
and to thorn# wmtkê i« which clWlome to childhood ompoclcheo# c# 
ccocctlvo fcctoti' of adult hchcvlow appear avldamt. k more ta- 
tcaflva aaalyal# of the. Glom 1# lam laded# ee thle
acvel eeeem to lllaetrete meet olaatly the eather'e praoeenpatioa 
with ehlldsraa aad childhood.
The work# eeleoted have he## divided for the perpoae of
%. Get# àllea claim# that the lehel of *#evel or eater* 
talameat" ie mthimg hat am iede# to the plot, "heather View of
Orehe# Oreeae"# ## Gethelie World. Gl*%% (April IMf), #». heme
Prememtle# "The rnmted *e# of Graham Oreeme"# gatardav meview.
XKXVI (Jaaaary Id# lf53># IS# eatee that ia the eaeel# "The moral 
ie ertiealatad ape# the theme"# whereat ie the eatertaiememt#
"... the moral ie worm ieeide the plot," S. S. Prater# The Med*
er# writer aad Bia. .lerld (Hew Torts Criterioa Book## 1953), p. 99#
dietiegaiehee Greeae'e emtertaimmemte at "plai# old-faehiomed 
thriller#"# emd hie sewwele a# "eerieae periormeacee". W  add## 
however# that "... hath kimde have a eWlar haele patter# . , .
I they] are emereiee# ia the very old aarrative tteoe of the hwat* 
lag dew# of a me#s hat the etery ie . . , eeea , , . from the poiat 
of view , , . of the heated mem." ||. doha Atkime# graham Greeae 
(lo#de#i Joha Gaidar# 1957), p. 39, who etateei "The divieiem of 
hie fietie# imto eevele (eerie## work#) aad emtertatomeate (pot* 
hoilere) hat heea retaiaed hy him# hat it# aeefalaeee ie deWhtfel 
... It wee wemiee of Greeae to lehel hie fietio# ia that way.
It emeeke of leotwriag the reader# attm#tiag to coatrol hie re* 
epeeeee# whoa ia feet# the eeeeatial prmdeet of am ewther'e mind 
ehowld he iadivieihle# regardless of its eaperficial lightaeee or 
gravity." To this etrlctwe we ml#t ohjeet that tW reader ehowld 
have eaffieieat diecriadaatioa to he eapmkle of drewieg hie own 
CMclmeieme; ceeeegeeetly# Greexws'e *lah»le* ehewld «et eolewr 
opi#ie#e at all. g|. Pawl tosteaae# dieeweeiwg the thriller a# m 
eapreeeiw of ceeteeyerary tragedy# motes s "At Gheetertew wrote, 
there ie ia modéra literatwre little eweept the thriller to ehsw 
we iadividaals eapahle of complete dedieatie# to good or evil which 
offer# we repreeematioa of evil i# its aethewtie hmaaa prepertiawe 
. . . ee#etitwtie#al love of dieorder# of death# aad of methtogeeee# 
hat also (there is depicted) a# egwally paeeieeate lev# of good 
aad of life, Aad ia a hemealty where these two types of me# are 
eoafroated# ee clearly aad holdly cewtreeted# hew eowld the etrwg* 
gle he other them heartleee." TirAm 9TMMI îifglld ft# 
traaiawee (Paris* Jwlliard# 1949)# p. 59.
Vi
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tWa at»# tot# to*## pertod##^  #i«e* ##rt#to #h#r##t#ri#tto# ###* 
t#to#d witoto Wto ®f to#m #pp##% t# wm**a«* #wk # diftoromtto* 
ttom. ' la to# ftoto pertod# totiltor ##p##t# p*#d#mto#to aad to* 
##mr#'.to# thma, aad altoaagh to# child figura due# aat, appear to 
th#' - "eatortotomtote", referemee# te ehlld ex^toaee# e#em te he 
ei#ifi#aat. laetoded to thto pertod# are to# Nee Kithto (1929), 
a etery ef the eptoiteal eepertoeeee ef a maa eagaged to emeggltog; 
Orieat toeream (1932)), am totrigue icvolviag a Balkm uprietog 
aad toe murder ef a "patriet"| aad The. ,lttoietiy...e.l.. fear (1943), a 
peyehelegtoal "eatertaiwent" ef fear aad ayetery to heglaad 'dariag 
the geeeed Merld #er.
to the eeeeed period, vetoigW thriller eepeete remato, 
hut thto emtoeele gtoee may te a mere deftoite totereet to epeeifi* 
tally Cethelie theeee, tegether with the mmtry ef Oethelie toeree* 
tere, hath layms# aad prtoeta. Childrea appear to major aad mtow 
relee, while a mere deftoite eeeeema with péyehelegy emd eeeielegy 
eeeewete for a hrillieet teehaieal aad dramatic dewelepmemt ef plot 
emd toereeter. hritotem meek (1939), a peyehelegieal murder eyetery, 
aad The fewer emd the Glory (1949)*, the etery of a Memieem prieet
T^here to, of course, no clear-out .division ef material to 
Greeee'e three stage# ef writing, since many characteristics .over­
lap, ■ as they do to eey classification ef a writer*# works, or to- 
demd ef period# ef literatwre.
&he original title ef the geglito ptolieetiee was gtsmheel
Treto.
*Pshliehed to the Baited States to 1949 as The . Itowrimtotoe
wii
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ftoeto# fer hi# life derimg th# pee##e#ito of th* Gtohelie Ch#th 
to Msmiee to, 1927, are.. di##eeed mm emeeyle# ef the eeeeed period
of hie werfc.
■ %eeme*@ later meveto ieelede.%he,..Nee%t. ef . the Matter <1948), 
a etery ef a eem'e eemfliet with Wmeelf, eat to Meet Afrieaj 
tod ef the Affair (1911), thereeeeee ef to adelterea# .tote affair, 
traeed aa a drametie atedy to late, hate aad final epiriteal .wnder- 
ata»dtog:| and The ..#eiet...Ameriem (1911)®, a aetel ef lete emd pellti* 
eel to#zrf#ee to todo-Chiaa during tie early 1958*s. . Theea three 
eeeeto are imtoded to the third period, atom# with hie two playe, 
Tto.....Mvim...to## (1954), a eeetemparary, .eeepemeefnl aad. totem## 
drama eeeeereed with religtoee faith, emd The Petttoa Shed (1957), 
a play whtoh eemee to gripe with the gweetiee e# the very emiateeee 
ef the peeaihility ef God and miraelee* Thwe werke aeee to he 
mere thaetogieal to theme emd/ere haaieally eemaereed with the 
prehtom of aalwatiem* Aa to the aeee of the tee mevgle ef the . 
aeeemd period, the child eheraetera to two eewela and one play ef 
thie third period appear within the emit ef the family whtoh ie 
preeemted aa a miereeeem of eeeiety, . A mere a#tto handling of
hare, a title derived from Prancia Thempeen'a poem. The tomad of 
toavan. relaseed to 1946 under the original English title, The 
Temer and the Glory. Nearly all the background material of this 
novel is contained to Greene's toaican travel to#. The hawlesa 
heads (London; tomgmeea» Green and Co., 1939), entitled toother 
Minieo to the Americto edition..
#
'The htotom .heem and The Gntot American are met diaeeeeed
to great detail because child-figures hetog leaa aigaiftoamt, these 
works are met strictly within the eeope of this atmAp-
viii
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thème, the centtoned n#é of Catholic heroes (in two of these works 
the hero is e eoevert); end deftoite theologioal over tomes,* set 
them apart from Greeme*#' early : thriller or' "eatertaiweat" eàtegory.
The early works, which point to preocenpation with child* 
hood, are snrveyed to Chapter I. Chapter II discnsse# to mere de­
tail the novels of the second period, in order to shoe increased
T^heological doctrtoee nmderlying these writings fall ont-
Sidé'tho"scope' of this study'and will only he allnded to inciden­
tally when emch reference is rmgeired to clarify some aspect of 
Grèene's continued interest in ehilAood, One smst note that when­
ever Greene is referred to as a Catholic writer or a writer of 
Catholic hovels, his owe interpretation of the faith is implied. 
Eostenne discusses to detail the theological concepts and overtimes 
in Greene*# work. Be finds that to his ". / .perspective of evil, 
Greene has a grasp ... of the eomttoeity of the visible world 
(which) ■- cottStitntes ' the psychological ' basis of all his work '. , . 
his world of fiction will reveal its profoemd meaning only when 
we onderstand that, for Greene^  it is the'samO:evil'which censed 
a God to die on a cross end which hurls a tostorate adolescent 
nndSr the wheels of a train; that this evil is actively at work 
to the enfolding of the history of societies and of individuals.** 
GralWLGreem. p. 90. h^lsewhere, he notes that . . [Greene 
has) a sensible rather them an Intellectual grasp of evil . . . 
(which is) ontside of all dogmatic formulation." (p. SS>, Eos- 
tonne maintains that, penetrating to the core significance of 
Greene's work, one ends by enderetamdtog toe need for appeal to 
tbus Catholic dogmas of Original ito, the kedemption and the Com- 
mnmiom of gatots." (p. 83). Malcolm mess's idea of the "Chris­
tian writer" seems to apply to this ease. ' MS, loss includes Greene 
other Christian writers, poets like T. S. Eliot and W. B. 
Auden, end novelists such as Mauriac end Bernanos, who ". . . are 
not merely Christians who happen to write. Their art is consciously 
dedicated to the realisation of a specifically Christian vision of 
reality." Their literature is relevant when considered to terms 
of the use of the xmodem idiom, and the presentation of the actual 
dilemma of modern man who feels separated from the universe and 
from himself. The Christian writer dees not look for the "social 
hierarchies of the lost Agee of faith". Poetrv and goeme (New 
Brunswick, New Jersey: E«*gers miversity Press, 1954), pp. 243,
248, 252.
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interest in the child figure ee essential te plot, structure emd 
theme, Greene's more recent writings comprise the matter ef Chap­
ter III, a section devoted to the presentation of the prevailing 
and perhaps more purposeful use of children as characters. Child 
synholiam, as a govemfmg principle or point of view #rvading all 
his works, is discussed in Chapter IV, while Chapter V is consigned 
to a discussion of the over-all concept of childhood to Greene. 
Childhood-adult relationships in eight novels and two plays are 
categorized in the Appemdim,
Tb» hihliograpby is selective, since a cmnplete list of 
works consulted in the preparation of the present investigation 
would be nearly as long as the study itself. All the available 
criticism to be found ia periodicals, books, and essays has been 
consulted, and moreover, the author's writings which pertain to 
this study have been used in order to ascertain hmr his views and 
caperiencee may possibly have affected his art.
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GENMUU. EWEET W  TEE CEI# PIGOEE
Grahm Greene is generally aecleimei es one of the master 
literary craftemen among contaeporary English novelists, m  opin­
ion which is shared by the majority of readers and critics. A 
survey of the critical literature indicates that his eminent po­
sition may be attributed not only to his ability as a creative 
artist, but also to the fact that he concentrates on certain "key 
characteristics" of eentwporary life, such as youthful gangsters, 
marital infidelity and church-state conflicts.
Critiques by both European end Aesricen novelists and 
literary scholars have mphaslsed certain aspects of Greene's 
work, which, for the most part, have been noted as general charac­
teristics. They have, however, seldom presented detailed analyses 
that would provide insights into the significance of his preoccu­
pation with social end moral problems, for example, Elisabeth 
Bowen has stated merely that "Mis genius is contemporary; he is 
a master of the technique which is in essence twentieth century.
G. S. fraser claims that Greene's "novels are Written in a brisk,
E^lizabeth Bowen, "Story, Thame and Situation", The lis- 
tener. LVI (October 25, 1*56), 651.
,,l
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impreteattottfi, sharply visualized style (s* that erne resmmbars 
mmy aeeaes, bat perhaps me sentences) ; and there is quick cut­
ting from one episode to another as ia the cinema, there are no 
dull, rumimative or padded paeeagee." E. Clancy aeaerte that
"Greene has one of the e lamest, most pointed prose styles of any
%
novelist now writing la English*" Dr. Morton Zabel, recognised 
as one of the foremost dmariean critics, has collected from the 
work of three decades those studies in fiction which he wished 
to preserve in volume form. In msminimg the work of such nine­
teenth century •greats' as Butler, Her# and henry Janas, he finds 
their influence apparent in such twentieth century writers as 
Forster, Maugham, Conrad, Villa Gather and Graham Greene. The 
comaent of Walter Allen offers a more specific reason for Greene's 
eminence: "... his deep-rooted and profound awareness of evil 
which is unique among contemporary novelists of this country."® 
However, the general but succinct comment of Allan Tate, 
on the nature of fiction, seams to apply most accurately to the 
specific technique used by Greene, Nr. Tate, in his essay, "Tech­
niques of Fiction", rsmarhai
)fhg Writer aad gjs World, p. 102.
%. Clancy, "The Moral Burden of Mr. Greene's Parable",
The Gmmonweal. UEIII (March Id, 1936), 622.
*As noted in "Critical Approaches", The Times Literary 
ÏFPrllMMmï; CaptesAer 13, 1937), 346.
W^alter Allen, "Graham Greene", Writers of Today, ad. Denys 
Val Baker (London: Sedgwick and Jaekaon, 1946), p. 15*
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It to on* of ch* #n#*ing parndonom of the modam
novel, who## graat subjacc is a man alone in soci*
' aty, or avaa againat aoeiety, almost never with 
society, that ont of this view of man isolated, 
wa aa# davalopad to the highest possible point of 
virtuosity sad power, a technique of putting man 
Wholly into his physical setting. The action is 
not stated from the point of view of the author: 
it is rendered in terms of situation end scene,"
Although this reference to the "viable property ... . {which has]
virtually mads the art of fiction" was written in ■connection With
'Flaubert, "who . . . is responsible for having made the novel catch
up with poetry",^  it appears to describe the art of Graham Greene
as well, since it is one of Greene's technical achievmsants to
render action in terms of situation and scene.
Linked with Mauriac because of his concern with evil, un*
8pleasantness and the fallen nature of man, with Auden, in his use
Q
of the machinery ef the thriller, ' and with Dostoyevsky, in per­
ceiving that only by going through pain, stress, tension, etc.,
10
can life be lived according to its essential divine purpose.
"alien Tate, The Man of Letters in the Modem World (Sew 
York: Meridian Books, 1955), p. 91.
7.
*gean G'Faolain, the Vanishing Eero (London; Syre and 
gpottiswooda, 1956), p. ST7**~@Emîll!TlSiHlner, S.J., in Eorms 
for the Eovel (Sew York; tha Ansrica Fresa, 1953), pp. 44-5, 
links Greene with Mauriac, Waugh and certain American and Irish 
Gatholic writers, so far as he shows through his characters that 
ha has grasped to a profound extent the primary aspect of sin, i.e., 
sin as an offence against God and a loss of Eis friendship, with 
its obverse repentance and restoration to the state of grace.
)|gorton E. Zabel, "Grgham Greene", in Critiaues and Essars 
op Modern Fiction 1920-19^ 1. ed. J. Aldridge (Eaw York; Eonald 
Press, 1952), p. 5l8.
^^ Zanoeth A, Lohf, "Graham Greene and tha Problms of Evil",
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Green# ie reéegnleW ee e fine ertlet by reeeen ef the Intellee- 
tnnl imeglnetidn ePd tecbnieel peeer which Me werke diepley. A 
ccràKieted writer, ■ hb expresse»;' en' nttitnd# which provide# tW ' 
render with nu Wight tote Wte#hr«^ eééditidne^  and ee thto 
ethdy will ettenpt to shew, the child or yotog person plays a 
aigniftoank role to the topreeeton of hto attitwde to%farde tregto 
aepecte of modem life.
Marie Meenet, en eetnte critic who reletee Greene's "to- 
preeetone of childhood , . . to toe psychoenalytic creatmsnt he 
was sehmitted to in adoleeCtoch when he was giiven to enieidal 
fantasies", claim# that children and edolescents ere particularly 
strong to their appeal aa they are the toneeent snfferere facing 
the "awful aad terrible reality of life."^  ^ Two English critics
The Gathelto Eorld. Cimil (Jeee 1951), 19d. gg. Madenle, also 
ces^ snto# toeene with hnstoyevsky, view# the formsr's world of 
evil not as am toage of despair but rather a# that of "a conscience 
pierced by uncreated snrcy " Bcwever enswmoùè the faults of the 
characters, adto Madaule, love is greater aeeordtog to Greene. 
Graham Greene (Pariss Editions du Temps Prisent, 1949), p. 383. 
With regard to all theié m-ealled tofleemeesÿ Greene himself has 
Cossmmted: "who can speak shout influeneea, I m m  there's so 
much that to to the ssheomseioua, and I've even been influenced 
by non-fiction." jgg. also John Atkins, Graham .Greene, p. 184.
^^ Msrto Mssnst, Graham Greene end Thé Heart of the Matter 
(London:;, The Cresset Press, 1954), p. 10, Madaule, discussing the 
mystery of the suffering of towcent# depicted..so, often, to his 
works, assarts chat Greene dwells exceasiwly on the notion of 
innoeence, not only of innocent children but also of yousg persons 
who have net full knowledge or awareness of good and evil, e.g.,
Pemhsrton and Helen to The- ■ Heart of the. mtter. Madenle, Greham
Greene.. #. 286. -
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also recogniaa a personal note in Greene's portrayal of child vie-
tine, end suggest a relationship of the ehild-flgure to the actual
developeent of the pletx
The importebee of the idea of chiltoood to say ep- 
praisal of Greene's work should he evident. He, 
along with other writers, accepts the golden egg 
of innocence in earliest years, but Greene stresses 
hoe soon it is threatened even in childhood.^ )
In the writings of the first period, children do not ap­
pear Physically and Greene's concern appears to be a peychologieal 
one, where the unrecorded experiences of ehil<Ewod are by implica­
tion: responsible for the behaviour of the adult. To this category, 
we-may assign The Man Within, gtamboul Train and The Ministry of 
Fear.. ■ the first two of which are said to exwplify the so-called 
"Divided In general, critics estimate these writings as
immature, a criticism to which Greene readily assents. They sug­
gest also that these early books shew his obsession with the mod­
em world's tendency to brutality, and a romanticised, naked raw­
ness of atmosphere and incident. Their criticism is based upon a
., : )^gemneth Allott and Miriam Parris, The Art of Graham
Graeme (London; Hamish Hmiltm, Ltd., 1951), p. 25, £f, kostenme; 
"Greene has a pradeliction for the daaeription of crwifying ex- 
periaoees of adolascents; without dohbt, ha has personally suf­
fered from the inewrahle wewnda snah oeewrenees make in youthful 
sensibilities^ " tostewoe supports his statement by quoting at 
lemath from The Lawless Roads. Greene's account of travel in'lfex- 
ieo,. in .which autobiographical. flashbacks occur, ■ Graham Greene. 
pp. 85-90.
^Allott and Parris. The Art of Graham Greene, p. 45.
For a. dissenting view, .c|, Praeer, who eemeidars The.. Ministry of 
Fear one of a group of Greene's masterful literary thrillers.
The Modem Writer aad Hi:seWorld, p. 99.
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general weakneae in technique: the early bcoka are melodramatic, 
they fail to dramatize the theme, the eheraetera are not revealed 
through dialogue, aud the eettinga fail to aiqpport the mood.^
It amy he mted here that Greene hee been aceueed of "een- 
aationaliaai" in hie later novels also,.^  The critic no doubt re- 
fer# to the we of melodrama, bet on thie charge Greene atanda in
good company with, among other noveliet# of fame, Dichma# and Con-
Idrad. Moreover, the eeneationaliam in Greene'# later novel# la 
attenuated by the fact that he i# aerioualy concerned with con- 
tmx$orary problème of which he eaq^ lore# rather than exploit#; for 
hi# "moral iamgination"^  ^miablee him to tranacend brutal, viacaral 
naturalima in order to ma&a the interest of each of hi# four most 
notable novels center on e crisis of conscience. In general, the 
critic# held that a "poverty of fancy" sets the early writings 
apart from the novels, but for the purpose of this study, the more 
recent works show a change in hi# approach to child psychology
p. 72.
^Irving Bows. Persoectives. PI (Winter 1954), 142.
Si* R Imavis, The Great Tradition (Garden City, New
York: Dottbleday and Company, Inc., 1954), p. 31: "We may reason-
ably . . , see some Dichanaisn influence ... in Conrad's use 
of melodrama, or what would haws been melodrama in Dickens; for
in Conrad, the end is a total significance of a profoundly serious 
kind.". In the light of this statement by the eminent Cambridge 
scholar, it will probably be possible from the evidence presented 
in this stuAf to see that melodrama or sensationalism in Greene
is more akin to the art of Conrad than to that of Dickens,
^^ Lionel Trilling's phrase, quoted in Walter Allen, Tte 
Rnalish Novel (New York: N, P. Dutton and Co., Inc., 1957), p. 412.
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which dl#tim$ui#h## them from the earlier hooka, thie change in 
attitude may he seen hy comparing three early stories with novels 
of the second period.
1. Childhood Impressions
In his first important novel. The Mam Within. Greene de­
picts the cowardly hero, Amdresrs, as the victim of an unhappy 
childhood spent between a ruthless father and am excessively fond 
mother. The story revolves arowmd the mystery of a men's person­
ality, Andrews's divided self. He felt that he was made np of two 
persons, the sentimental bullying child (the spirit of his fatter), 
and the stem ismer critic. When Andrews and Elisabeth first meet, 
they recount tteir early life and upbringing so that from the 
boy's unhappy and Inadequate childhood, and Elizabeth's strange, 
sheltered and smewtet abnormal parent md child relationship, the 
reader becomes immediately aware of the sigmifieamee this has had 
on tteir present emotional behaviour. Through the "stream-of- 
conseiousness" technique we are aware that Andrews is being pur­
sued not only by his fellow smmgglers wham he betrayed but also 
by his own conscience; the theme of pursuit becimes symbolic as 
well as actual. The peace for which he searches is attained 
through Elizabeth, for when she dies, he eventually finds and 
identifies himself with the "stem unresting critic which was the 
man within."^ ®
®^fr*acis Hyndham, Graham Greene. British Book Council and
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Stamboul Traim. which in a way appears'ao ha a three-day
travelegue through Austria to Coastantluople, prerides us with a
thriller im which aharaeteriaatiees ef the passemgers aboard the
"Orient Ixpress”
. . . create a general picture of a fallen world.
Heterogeneous groups are thrown together by ciuuEtce, 
the ironical interaction and Interdepsmdenee of 
ill-sorted people, the quick tempo of thoughts and 
emotions under ahmomsal hothouse conditions.^ ®
These groups are handled with originality in the treatment of charac­
ter and situation. All the major characters are unfolted to siush 
a point of individuality that their peculiar baekgrowads and obvi­
ously varied childhood experiences cannot help but impress us:
Mrs* Peters and her obsessive digestive problems; Mabel Marren and 
her Lesbian relationships; Savoury, the egotistical, self-laudatory 
writer; Hyatt, the wealthy merchant, so self-conscious of his *Jew- 
irnhmss', , . with a poeket-ful of raisins like T. S. Eliot's 
Mr. fugenides";)® Cslnner, the revolutionary who "thinks nostal-
Hational Book League: "Writers and their Works", Me. 67 (London: 
Loegmses, Green and Go., 1955), p. 9, G. S. Fraser, The Modem 
Writer and His World, uses the terra^ "symbolic melodrama" to #sig- 
nets the work of Greene, by which he sleyly means "literary thril­
ler". "Novels of this sort," adds Fraser, "use the raeehanian of 
the old-fashioned tale of crime and adventure to bring across 
to the reader a vivid sense of the insecure, frightening,■ danger­
ous state of the eontesqorery world." (pp. 99-100).
®^Allott and Farris, The Act of Graham Greene, p. 78.
20Ibid.. p. to. This similarity to a character in The 
Wasteland Is also noted by A. A. BeVltls, "Allegory im 'Brighton 
hock'". Modem Fiction Étudies « 111 (Amtems 1957), 216, Parentheti­
cally, it smy be noted that Greene's interest In Eliot can also be 
seen In The Nam of Action (1930), from the epigraph qwOted from "The
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gieally though uctso yuaruimgly of hi# toet roliglm of child-
21hood"; Coral, tha frmil, pathetic, almost child-like chorus 
girl—  all rapreseat clear-cut types of eomeopoliteo society he* 
tmeea the tee morld wars.
. , Allusions to chilAood la The Ministry of Pear, an early 
"entertainment", illustrate the theory that this concept is im­
portant as well as recurrent with Greene, as for ensmpla, Arthur 
gowe's references to hooks he had read, sueh aa Tha Little toko. 
hy Charlotte Tonga, and novels hy Dickens, . . because they con* 
taiaed no adult memoriae." gowe longs for hie childhood and ado- 
lescance, as they were periods of "certainty and simplicity." me 
wants to forget the last few years as th^ are marred hy tha suf­
fering of his wife, tdmm ha ted killed "on grounds of mercy."
Other allusions in this work to books associated with the early 
life of the hero bring to mind Greene's essay, "The Lost Child- 
hoof, in which he wrote that
. . . perhaps only ia childhood books miy have any 
deep infloanee in our lives; in later life . , ; we 
find . . , merely a, confirmation of what is in our
minds already.))
These tteee. books, The M m  Within.. Orient ganress end
Hollow Mem": "Between the idea and the reality / Between the 
motion and the Act / fall® the shadow," and from the character­
isation of the hero, . Oliver Chant, who has.'no personality at 
all and no purpose in life otter than thte of pure adventure.
Z^ Atklns, Graham Greene, p, 102,
))6rahm Greene, The Lost Childhood md Other Issavs 
(London: gyre and gpottiswooda, 1951), p. 13,
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XtoimtTV of Fear, differ in theme end tone fnmi hie leter novel# 
me their pettem i# predominetely thet of the 'chmee ' end *ene- 
penee' atory. while the child figure doe# not eppeer on the 
scene, childhood "fleehbeche" eeem to enpport the theory that 
only in the early etagea of life can innocence be found and imply 
the■significance of very early Influences upon character formation.
2. Child Pianres in Later.Novels 
Owr second period of Greene's works begins with the change 
found in Brighton Rock, a change which Seam O'Faolain terms "a be- 
littlement of human nature.")® Francis Wyndhae feels Brighton Rock 
is Greene's first specifically Catholic novel, where the conflict 
between good and evil, damnation and salvation, is clearly de-
■ 24
fined.We might also note here Greene's own comment# on his 
faith in relation to his work. In a fairly recent interview,
Greene rather qdssically stated, "I was a Catholic before I began 
to write novels, but no one seemed to care particularly. The
25critics, especially the Catholic ones, are a little confused."
Whether or not the critics agree that Brighton Rock is his 
first "Catholic" novel, it does appear to be the first major work 
on a thams of a specifically Catholic interest: the state of the
)®0*faolaln. The Fanishina Bare, p. 9C. 
)*Wyndham, Gr; Greene, p. 13,
)%obert Gstermsn, "Interview with Graham Greene", .ggg 
Catholic World, c m  (February 1950), 360. Vide supra, p. ix, 
n. 6, Foreword.
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soul at tha «ornent of death. It is in Brighton Rock also that 
the children actually appear on the scene for the first time. In 
seventeen-year-oId Pinkie, the traits of a cynical anarchist could 
be viewed as the rebellions and defiant reactions of a problem 
child^  to his hostile and vice-ridden underworld environment. Chil­
dren also enter into The Power and the Glory, as well as in the 
writings of the third period, The Heart of the Matter. The End of 
the Affair. The Living Room. The Quiet American (by Implication), 
and Tha Potting Shed. (In The Living Room and The Quiet American. 
the young girls like Helen Rolf)® in The.Heart of the Matter. 
though probably beyond their teens are mers children in naive charm 
and lack of experience in the ways of the world). These later 
works reinforce moral smd spiritual values, apparently making re­
ligion thematic, and Greene appears to develop from a novelist of 
situation to a novelist of character. Several other characteristics 
suggested in the Foreword, which warrant this third period division, 
the child presented within a family unit and usually the victim of 
a confused marital situation, are also seen in these stories.
They have in common. The Quiet American excepted, characters of
■ 97 ■
the Catholic faith, people who are painfully and consciously
)*dnoa HiIfa in The Ministry of fear (Sew fork: Penguin 
Books, Inc., 1943), is also portrayed as the sums type: "small 
. . , thin . . . too young for the things she must have seen,"
(p. 99)»
))janlsa Bogan, quoted in TUentieth Century Authors, ed.
B, J. Runits (New fork: The R. W. .■Wilson. Compmy, 1955) "Greene's 
intuitions concerning the ancient and unchanging secrets of the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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aware of their sine, a prieet, eltoer aa a major or minor charao- 
ter, who acta as a commentator offering a philosophical and re- 
ligloue explanation for sosw of the perplexing action. It ie not 
too fantastic to conclnda, since these novels are increasingly 
more snbtle in characterisation, and are also those in which chil­
dren figure prominMtly, that there is at least an artistic reason 
for this juxtaposition, we may even expect to find in each ease 
that the child illuminates the adult. Children seem to bring out 
the latent good of the maim characters, helping to reveal virtues 
in them, mmking these "heroes" aema worthy of redssqption (e.g., 
Catharine, who brings out toe good In gcoble, in The Heart of the
Christopher Hollis, comammting on Greena aa a novellst-
theologian, cites $lr Alan Herbert's farcical and witty criticism
on Greene's priest-figures, and declares:
.... whereas in the old-fashioned Catholic novel 
the priest appeared as a daus ex machina to explain 
that the church had spoken and through her teaching 
to clear up the confusions of the characters. In 
Hr. Greene's novels, as in The Living Hoorn, the
human heart continue to be remarkable, but he is mot always cap­
able of fusing his religious faith with this psychological in­
sight. Mwenta of such fusion happen, but usually on the level 
of shock ratter than of spiritual grandeur," (p. 380). But ef. 
Rostemne ; "Greene depicts a real world W&ich seems to be self- 
contained and self-sufficient; yet he gives us to understand, dis* 
creetly and skilfully, that the final meaning of this world, its 
key, is to be found beyond this world." P* W*
)®Vida infra, pp. 56-57.
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p tim t is o itm  in m m  g tm tm  confusion thw m y  
hedy #1*#.*#
*#rh*p* Gf#sm#*# do #**#** C* b# la a #tm*# of coa-
fnsion, am in th# casa of thm cripplmd priest in the. Mvlng....li>»t 
vbo fails to ptmiéê the right words of e«fort for lose whan she
needs them most, or father lank, who mdalts his inadegnaey to
Scohie in the Heart.of the Matters yet paradoaieally enongh, 
through their "failure”, the mmrcy of God heeemes that much more 
apparent, for emample, in the llwlaK .lee*, we see in a way, a 
mark of God*# forgiveness, when the elder aunt overcomes her fear 
of occupying the room in which her grand-aiaee, lose, dies as a 
suicide, the cemmeat of father leak whe, in the ieart of the 
Matter, tells iouise that ", , . no erne knows God's mercy , . .
the church knows all the rules * . . hut it doesn't know what gees
on in a single htnan heart",** serves also to caution the reader 
in the act of judging.A priest also appears in t W J W  of the 
Affair as lersh dies calling out "father", and we learn from him 
that she had heea baptized la ehlldheed as a Gatholic, the priest
®^*^ urvey of English Catholic Writers", Books on
%%, (AfrlHNey lfS7), 422. #ostenne's deeper insight into those 
passages where characters attempt "to clear up the confusions" 
will he quoted later), fid# infra, p. 102.
*'%raham Greene, 'the Heart of the ..Matter (Hew fork* the 
Hiking frees, 1*4$), p. 396.
*4Phls teehalnue of using a detached observer as cwmemta#
tor is similar to that of Ibsen, la tW  Wild Buck, where hr, 
telling has a similar role, or Conrad's' narrator in lord Jim. 
and perhaps to Asia and Mrs, fielding in fore tar's A fassaae to 
India,
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in the Pettiae #hed. who offer# up hi# felth in return for the
irei*t*MMü;i<M& tx* ILifh* (*f hi# «Mkpf***, 1***, 4*cw& ]u#twkr ip#H»oirt# tx» i&l-
cohol es a solace in hi# state of spiritual aridity, finally at­
tains peace of soul mad is omrwhelmed by the mercy of God,** In
BriEfaton lock, the priest, who listens to Hose's confession after
Pinkie's death, provides her with some hope (albeit temporary), 
and comforts her with references to another sinner who had daaidad 
"if any soul was to be damned, he would be damned too"; yet this 
man was later thought to have been a saint, Adding that this was 
a case of "greater love hath no s#sn than this, that ha lay down 
his soul for his friend" and "few can't conceive . , , nor can I 
or anyone —  the . . , appalling . . . strsngsnass of the mercy 
of God", the priest reassures Rose, for the moment at least, to 
her query as to "What if there is a baby?" he answers; "With your 
simplicity and his force , * . MSha him a saint —  to pray for his
am
iüatisMr.'"*'
Despite the critical strictures about their seemingly in­
apt functions, in the several works where they appear, Greene's 
priests enable him to preserve objectivity, and while they may not
*i%heeem#ing to am «wsiaasait Iiuwit «irWcic, J#amw**s inttisrn iit
a half alive state is due to Father William's thread of selfish­
ness in his rejection of faith. William was heroic, but imperfect,
and so his act only had a partial effect upon the resuscitated
boy. C. C, Martindale, S.J., "*îhe Potting Shed' Exorcised; A 
Theological footnote". The Month. XIX (April 1958), 237*
**0rsham Greene, Brighton Rock Qtelboume: Penguin Books,
1 9 3 8 ), p . 249#
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#eli^  the ereelel problem in eech of the foer mejer nevele end 
the two plays to which they have important relea, they do illumi­
nate what would seem to be in each case the major concern of the 
author; the raaponaibillty of the todivldnal conscience in the 
sight of God and the orarwhalming need of Divine Grace in the econ­
omy of human salvation. Without this Wpeful allusion at the eon- 
clnsion of Graana's novels, his material wonld simply deal with 
fallen man and not with his re#mption, but Greene himself has as­
sured ns*^  that the heroes to toe Power and the Olorv. The heart 
of the Matter, tod The End of the Affair, are indeed saved because 
they have coma to hnow God each to his own way,** Perhaps than, 
it is the function of the priest to help interpret this awareness 
of and trust in Divine love to Greene's readers, acting as a sub­
stitute chorus or commentator* %  reason of his specific training 
in philosophy and theology, his dedicated life and pastoral experi­
ence, the priest is qualified for this cole, as he alone among the 
characters in the novel is equipped to be objective toward the 
moral end spiritual problearn at the core of each novel.
To return to the main problem, that of demonstrating Greene's 
emphasis upon the role of the child in these novels; in Brimhton
34 'gE* Douglas Jerrold, "Graham Grstoe, Pleasure later", 
Berner's Naaasine. ccv (August 1952), 51, who comments on a state­
ment by Greene to Time (October 29, 1951), 62,
**D, A, Geott-dames, to fifty Tears of English Literature 
1900-1950 (loadon; tongmans. Green and Co., 1951), p. 177, writes 
that Greene embraces the wicked world, wrestles with it and recog­
nises the image of God even in its bestial creatures.
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gggj^  Finklm, hardly mra tWm a child himaalf, ia hardanad pro-
maturely with .adult raapoaaihlliciaa. Marl# Maaaat feels that the
theme of this novel encompasses that of "lost inmocemce, of the
Influence of our early impressions upon our later behaviour, and
of children doemad to an early knowledge of corruption end evil.***®
It is Miss Nssnet's belief that for Greene, children carry too big
a load in life, that they
. . .. , are too sensitive and vulnerable , . they
betray the truth perceived, barton into indif­
ference or irresponsibility, or hate, or die in 
their hnowledge.fl
We shall briefly examine to what extent this would apply to Pinkie, 
as well as to Coral in The Power and the Slorv. to the child sur­
vivor of the shipwreck and Beohie's daughter in Tbs Heart of the 
Matter, and to the anonymous "boy** detective in The End of the Af-
(1 (1 [) (1 []
The hero of Brishton meek is Pinkie, the boy-gangster of 
the racetracks. Ms and his girl. Rose, are products of their Mai­
son place environment, and Pinkie's response to the sordidness of
*®Nasnet, Graham Greene and The Bsart of the Matter, p. 48,
*^Ibid.. p. 49. Miss Heenet adds that Raven, In A Gun for 
Sale, feels this is not a world to bring children into; Philip, 
in The .Sasemsnt Room, was frightened when life fell on him with 
savagery; and Anthony Farrant in England Mato Me. never outgrew 
his dreams mad his need for protection of his boyhood. Ten-year- 
old Francis, in Greene's short story The Bad of the Party, dies 
after having been forcibly exposed to the dark, which he feared, 
in a gams of hide-and-seek.
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life is hatred; "He is bound by a habit of hate."** He hates
the world as almost evarythtm# la it reminds him of his own
eheapensd and ugly ehlldhoed. He hates everything assoelated with
marriage; even the sight of ehlldree makes him bitter;
ThÉQF took his admd beak and he hated thee for it; 
it was like toe dreadful appeal of iaaoeemoe bet 
there was met Immeeemee —  ' yea had. to go bask a 
lemg way farther . . . Immeeamea was the agly cry
of birth*
Pinkie is «rare of his own wlehedaeaa and half In love with the 
idea of Hell; "He saw himself as a fell grown wm for wham tie 
amgals wept.**®® the life he leads is liW that of a Ball,®^  (a 
fact whieh sein» to «wgest a social Implieation on the part of 
the author; parhap# Grease is erying out for a type of slum re­
form?) Bseaver, early im the story, at the beak of Pinkie's
®^Brinhton geek, p. ■ 234. 
p. M3.
" a # . ,  f- Ml.
Im this wnh. Crus. .ppwr. to u .  Ufa am *uth u  a
living Hell, inhabited by violent or malieious sinners, in eee- 
trast to T. #. Eliot, who, aeeording to most erltics, sees life 
as a type of Hall's ante-ehaaber, oeeupied by the lake-warm and 
morally indifferent "trimmer" ekaraetera, Dante, Inferno.
Canto III.
®^John Atkins apparently also reeognises this aspeet, as 
he writes: "There was still a slight undertow of soeial eoneorm 
in Brighton Reck." Graham Greene, p. fl. To those who feel the 
book portrays Pinkie "as a pitiable victim of the alums", Herbert R.
Haber retorts; ". . . the reader who makes of BiiRhften.,-Roek a socie- 
logieal inveetive against the eauses of juvamile delinquemsy will 
eoma away as wsatisfied as the 'local color' zealot. Part of Pinkie's 
viciousness may derive from the horror of Brighton, but the In­
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mind we# the thought of r#p#uttoe#. A# a payuhologleal aaurdar 
myatary, this la th# atory of am uadaryriwllagad or dalimquaut 
taauma# gamgatar. Mmkia, aa dapiotad hy Graana, la tha prodaat 
of a chilAood which protocad a kind of moral amd spiritual trauma. 
Hia igmoraut and irraapoaaihla patanta, a akatehy aduaatiou, both 
aacular and raligioua, bad companion#, the racetrack proximity,
Vic ion# charactora aucouotarad in thia law-lifa aaiatamea —  all 
comtributad to make Piakia a victim of iuhamamity, a#»ra aimiatar 
tha* any that Dickens topicted as militating agaimat youth's phyai- 
oal walfara, PiuMa is hauatad by mamrria# of raligiou; aehoaa of 
tha liturgy, tha Aauua ##i of tha MaS#, aud poiguaut though fugi- 
tive moment# of longing for the relaaae brought by a good Confea- 
aion# toeae and a toi 1er euartomaa seem to bo used by Groeae as 
symbol# of the wmmmm of grace* Thar# was, hswavar, a core of 
hatred bar toning through years of Indifference to anything or any- 
one eueept defiaeee of eethorlty, Piahie ehooaea evil, mot from 
necessity but from habit, in spite of his nostalgic longing for 
peace of soul throuto aaeramantal graee. Me is a Cetholie who 
kmcwa he is deemed,®* end intends to go all the way down by ar-
nootoea and benignaney of Rose grew from the seme aouree. The 
Boy's compuleiou to commit evil is thus as meek spiritual as en­
vironmental." ■ The too Worlds of Grah«i Greene", Modern fiction 
stndiea. IH (Autumn 1937), 261.
®*Meher elaima thto the "reeognition of ato a# being aeme-
how exalted", end damnation as "an immediate form of salvation", 
is exactly the psychotic and spiritual perversion that is Pinkie's 
rationale. Modem Fiction Studies. Ill, p. 260, Eostenne remarks 
on contrasting attitudes in modem literature to the problem of
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taafing « wrtor-sulclto pact with Rosa. Ha awecaada in tha ani- 
eida, but tha nwwdar la thwarted by hia anaagr, Ida, who take# up 
the eenae of the «order of Prod Hale, and ia not for wangeanae in 
her atmggle to amhe right ont of wren#. Ida ia a foil to Pinkie; 
be la aware of the difference between good and evil, that ia, of 
the nature of aim, but refeaea to be gelded by eonicienee when it 
prick# hia better eelf; i* other words, he is aware of the super­
natural but rejects itj a "loeiferian figure", as Madaule calls 
him. She is an out-and-out materialist, sees only right and wrong 
according to a worldly viewpoint amd makes h#r own limited reason 
the arbiter of Justice in the tendrai sphere.®®
The child figures, lose and Pinkie, are important artis­
tically, as the novel follows Pinkie's downfall fro# the «want 
he realises Rose's necessity to him as a "shield", to his final 
plot of murder and subsequent anicide. As Opposites in character 
and tmaperament, they illustrate the antithetical relationships
evil: "Between a Bernanos, proclaiming that evil is Sin end the
consequence of sin and the coatotoorary world feverishly occupied 
in effacing every trace of sin, Graham Graane reminds us that the 
power of Betas rests upon the perfection of his incognito, as Bids 
put it." 9MTI#' p* f®'
®®John Atkins, discussing the character of Ida, claims 
that "although he [Green#1 loathes her, ha regards her as a 
representative of modern northern barbarism . . . Ida is on# 
of the devil's most subtle successes . . . [ehel is a Shavian 
who has fallen away from the true faith. SW has abandoned her 
Puritanism but sb# is as innocent as thsi new-born babe." Graham 
Greene, pp. 9B-99 Allott and Parris, in The Art of Graham Gresme, 
add that Ida, as a "Nee Hast" figure, is also a "sort of Wife of 
Bath", and appears as "the large, blowsy, jolly representative of 
the secular world of right and wrong." (pp. 141-149).
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of "good tod evil" potdooolitioo, doopiko oimilar baekgrovado, and
ironically domtoatvat# he# thay emplmaant one amothar. Pinkie,
on morn than one oceaaioo, if for no other reaeon than that of
kinship, involuntarily admits that ha needs loses
Ha felt a taadameae (or her etnpldity and a ce#- 
panionship in her goodness —  they vara both doomed 
in their own way . . . again he got the sense that 
she completed him . . . she belonged to him like a 
room or a chair . . . (she wasj his tamporal safety 
for too immortalities of pain ")
Oa tW other hand, lose, in addition to her genuine love for Pinkie,
feels the need to protect and care for him. Her love and loyalty
for him cause her to commit her first sin of an "unholy marriage"
end lead her to agree to transgress mere, if necessary, in order
to share everything with her husband. Morally and spiritually,
these two might represent the vices of a society indifferent to
faith, as well as the potential virtues of individuals with active
belief.
Ü 0  n  [1
Between Brighton lock and the Heart of the Matter. Greene 
wrote, in 1#40, the Power and the Olorv. This major work, which 
brought tie English novelist world-wide acclaim, will be discussed 
in detail later, but suffice it to say at this point, that at 
least three major and several minor child figures appear who defi­
nitely engage in the main action. The young children. Coral and
®*Brimhton look, pp. 2», 130, 171.
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Brigtfeta, antithatticai in «fpiarnne®, in natum and in dagraa of 
imdarstandinf and lova for tha prtaat Wro, paradoxically illum­
inate and reeuahee hia faith and love for God and mankind. Luie, 
the third child of importance, eeeme to serve as a pendulum, in­
dicating the general direction and reaction to faith and religion, 
while syniollsing at the seam tine another Innocent victim of a 
cruel world, as all these ehlléeen do.
[] I1 I] [] [1
The.. Heart of the - Matter ■ eentinues to shew Greene's preeeeu- 
patien with childWod through the impart eat part given to tha de­
velopment of the aetien hy a father's memery of his dead child. 
Catherine, who died at the age of nine (like Brigitte in The Power 
mâ..MM Glory, as will he shown later), helps to evoke eur emotion­
al response to Scohié's character, and provides a perspective for 
our Judgment of him. Because Scohie was mat present with the mother 
at the time of Catherine's death, he pities his wife all the more. 
Because of the poignant msmeriea of his little girl, he feels deep 
pity when the Portagueae captain refers pathetically to his own 
daughter, md again when an wnkmewn child dies at Panda. Even 
Helen Halt, the young wife who last her husband in the ship-wreck, 
thin, frail and child-like, "clutching her stanp-alhusf, at first 
only moves him té pity. It has been suggested that Bcebie later 
finds in her a substitute for Catherine, which brings to mind that 
Louise had said to Scohie, "... yeu've never loved anyone since
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Catherin# died." Heeever, it i# the eia-year-eld orphan at Pende, 
whe, in particular, eppeara to hamt Bcehia, aa he eenfueea her 
immediately with hi# dead daughter, Catherine. A trick of the 
light make# him .eee a comemaiau veil over her, juat ee Catherine 
were in her photograph. Ha eeea this child die, and as be had 
missed being present at Catherine's death, he new prays, "Father, 
Father, take may my peace for ever, only give her peace" (in the 
seme menmmr that tha %hieky priest" prays for Brigitte in The 
Fewer and the Glerv* and a sacrifice similar to that of Father 
William Callifer in The Pettina Shed).
Other children appear and chilAood themes are Interwoven 
throughout The - Heart of the ^Matter. PeWherten, the young officer 
whs commits suicide and who seems to be another 'innocent sufferer' 
haunting ieoble, had scarcely reached adulthood, whereas the path­
etic Harris appears as a maladjusted product of an unhappy life,®® 
"... a lost child doomed from his early school days at Dcwnha»."®^  
The young native. All, Scohie*S "hey", is eventually unjustly mur­
dered because he was the victim of a broken trust end less of faith, 
so that Seobia'a ultimate suicide becomes not just a way of securing
®®0ne is remiaded of Green#'# own schoolboy "terror known 
in childhood at Borkhamated",: as described in Journey Without Mans 
(London: Heinemaan,193d).
®^ WssnSt, Graham Greene, p. 31. 51* Hostemae's comment 
on searing autebiegraphical passages in The LswlaMi Heads:
"Greene uses the particularly keen sensibility of a child, lack- 
ing that of a Saint im order to present hell in his es»eriance 
of human dereliction." Grehsm Grsese. p. #.
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what h# heliavas will ha hmppimeme for Helem amd lauiaa, hut rather 
a vxy of atemfm# f#t hia aauaa of guilt over Alt's amrdar amd for 
his ahaaaee at tha ttoa of his daughtar Catharima's death. That
the fsyehology of the maim eharacter apfsacs to he developed chief­
ly through the imgortamae aeaigmed to the child figures im his life 
will he discussed more fully im Ghapter 111.
Im The mad of, tha. Affair.. a mowel iU' which Graeme is defir 
mitely "growiagf,®® im comtrast to the assertion that it was a
' Â A' ’ ’ '
"stinhle im Greme's progress",^ ome child eeeme to play a eigmi- 
ficamt role. He is Farkie'e poumg sou whom the detective t#*s with 
him im his work as a tims-awHsomey-eavimg appremtiee. The hoy, 
wholly imseeemt, im spite of heiag too early tratoed im the way of 
the world, heeOmes very ill towards the end of the meeel and asks 
for a msmemto of Harsh, who had returned to the Gtereh Just before 
death. He is suddenly cured after reading her book. Just as the 
scarred face of Hmythe,. a rationalist preeeher, is siireewloeely 
cleared "im a might", whom he begins to turn towards the Catholic 
Faith, These two miracles eeem to he symbolic of the power of faith, 
and serve to give tangible enpreeeiom to this deetrims.*®
®®f. X. Commolly, "The Had of the Affair", Mmascemce. IF 
(Hprimg 1932), 1H3.
®%vntoam. Gra&m Greene, p. 24.
(These poimte will he amplified in Chapter III). Although 
the majority of mmderm erttote would like to believe that they create 
solely for eeethetio velues (Hresme himself purporting mot to write
for morel teachimg), or for my didactic purpose, it is somewhat of 
a falleey to cemeider this a valid form few fietiem. As Allem Tate' 
states, ", , , all literetur# has a social or moral or religious pur­
pose: the writer has eemethimg that he has got to say to the largest 
public possible," The Ham of letters im the Modem World, p. 86.
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persistently reveal his preoeenpatlo» with ehlldheed theme». In the
fermer, R##$, hardly eut of her, terns,. wW' aemmits snlelda rather
them wmderee the palm ef giving up her psyehlatrist lever, er the
alternatif#, of hnrting his wife, dies with a ehild-lihe prayer ee
her lip# (reeimisoent, of tha Latin phrases from the .'.Mass in Brighton
Reeh, whieh Fiehie had learned as a child and repeats continnally,
#  Pm# m m #  greteeqw# bias-
phmy Greto in «mnm:.#atmm), Jem##, as a foarteen-year-old. hoy in
fh»'....,Fot.fcto«.,'ihe4, who revives after an attempted anicide by hanging,
is another central 'figura, although we meet'him im the play as am
adult. However, it ' is A W ,  Jsmes's. thirteen-yimr-old niece, ee
whose behaviour the whole play really Mages, C. C, Martindale statas:
This indapendant-ffiladsd cMld, who yet never ia ggh 
a child, is responsible for Jwes*» return hmss to 
see hie %ing father, and later for hie mother gmd 
Mrs. Fetter's encountering him, which led ieevittoly 
. to the meeting of denes and William, and tW beginning 
of their spiritual rescue ... It is àmm, whs began 
by being as frightened of the potting shed as Jmmes 
was, who has the last word. It is tosm of wham Krautser 
says that he is "afraid" that she is one of the cour#- 
eons erne# who hope to find the truth. She had beam 
dreaming that she was on her way to the shed "and there 
was a lion there fast asleep." 'Kreutzer': "What did 
you dot* 'Anne': "I woke it up." 'Mrs. Callifer':
"Did it.eat yout" 'Anne' : "No, it only licked my
hsmd."**
Gardiner states GseenO's moral guidance emerges from the. beauty of 
the characters, from' the situation and from the overtoils. Norm 
#  P" Yi# Wt#, p. #), **, green#'# cre-
atlva. process, (Roeteume's vis# of gsWene's 'hseeeegsf is discus# d
jgga» P' 9®, m.
*%he Manth. XIX. 237, Author'# italics, fide suora. 
p. 14, n. 32.
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How and exactly wlere,. a#d 1# to, fee. e# ,po##ible, dMl- 
dree .mê: eWLldheed theme# enter .th# mejer eevel# ef :@reeme'e :#etn#e 
weto will he dleeneqed le e#eeqwtmt eheptere,, e W e , the. rmetwe. ,»f 
the eeep# W  tkto p e e t W W  ptehlem werreet# eepeclel #d. ee#f#l 
eeelyele . ^ 'Althnegh. m eeeplete ; eeemle#%lee, of > each .-of ; the work# 
eited e© fee 1# impoeelhl# within the limits of this stndr, it 
would toe» et least that from this general snrvsy evitonse. has heee 
offered to ghow that ©raeae's child world is certainly ,artistio 
fester in his oreative ..development end that there .'is .-a pnrpoae .to. 
hi# reemrrent emphasis .«pen the sad plight of youth in the .modem 
world,Hhither this ;pmrpee# Involves moral e#d apiritnal .,:^tove.le 
ef toee#n# smd, if #e, to whei emtomt toe thm# ef ehildheed rs" 
veals, the deeper signifioewe will he mettor for dieenesiee in a 
later eha#er.
07361!
ASSUMPTION OKIVEIÎSITÏ LRO.'OY
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W  CHIID IE HOCimn
In centrist to Grnnne's nnrllnr writing#, where the plot 
ie tte noet importent factor, the second period gives the ia#res- 
Sion that Greene's m#hasis is new mere upon character. Traces 
of the thriller still remain, hot two new aspects appear* the use 
of "cradle Catholics* as characters, and a stress upon the psy­
chology of the individual in relation to his enviroment. An ap­
parent concern with Catholic themes focuses our attention upon two 
other new elements as well, the introduction of a priest-figure 
and his ismortant role in the novel, along with the related use 
of child characters. This second period extends approximately 
from 1938 with Brighton Rock, to 19A0 end The..Power md the Glory. 
two novels selected for discussion in this study.
Of all Greene's novels of pursuit, Walter Allen believes 
that these two books have achieved a literary dignity, since the 
author uses the conception of pursuit symbolically.^  F. A.
McGowan states that critics rate The Fewer and the Glorv as his 
best novel, .Brighton Rock having set the standard of reference for
%alter Allen, The asaliSh Novel, p. 104. Vide infra.
p. 1 ,  n. 18.
2#
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what he wrote before amd after 1938,* John Whmamm maintain# that 
tha
. . . world# of Brighton Rock and Tha Power and.the 
Glorv hare aoemthln# of the malleability of fantaay 
(nightmare). they are eomatrnctiona which can be 
need to aapraaa thair author'e view# on good and 
evil, the natwal and the aupematural . ,
In thia chapter, the discusaion of child figures will cen­
ter on these two important ■ novels, but wore especially on The .Power 
and the Glory heeanae it is a wore mature piece of work which won 
Greene world-wide acclaim, A brief reference to the main charac­
ter of Brighton Rock will be followed by a discussion of The .Power
ggd. Ag &kIZ vith referaoce to;
a) The Plot
b) Minor Child Figuras
c) Major Child Figures
d) Recapitulation*
i. W m h B m J W i
Turning first to an appraisal of toitoton Rock, we may. note
a critic's remark that*
, , . in gritoton Rock, is many ways Grewe's most am- 
bitious novel, the contrast is between toe ideas, on 
the one hand, of good and Mil in their enulted sense, 
as making for eternal salvation or dsmaatiom, and, on
%, A, McGowan, "gyebolism in Brighton Rock", Renasseuca. 
Fill (Autumn 1933), 23.
*John Lehmann, The Peuncin New .Writing (London: Penguin
Books, 1947), p, 101,
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th# other, of the purely eeoolur Ideue of right aud 
wrong.®
Elizabeth Bowen, who believes that aeoug his other attributes
Creeue show# greet skill im ehooaiug etoriee, says of this uowel
that immediately am . . uudsrtow of auspemae and fear —  the
thing isolating oee man fro* others . . .* is evoked. She ad#
that Grew# uses "wonderful soaue setting*, aud an "tomemse sou*
treat between scene and mas*'. Thera is "tautness, quickness and 
■ ■ ■ ■ ‘ , 
what Sartre has called 'the extreme situation'".^  She calls it
a thriller, which is swift-mouimg for the eye; dry, amti-emotional,
dealing with danger to the soul, wherein the crisis heeomss m  in­
ternal one.
Im discussimg Brishtom Bosk as a type of thriller novel,
I need only mention Pinkie's crtoinal escapades,® and the idea of 
the hnmt is on. This boy gangster is a Catholic, fully aware of 
the nature of his cwn wiekedmass. With two murders on his soul, 
he plans yet a third, as he arranges for a murder-suicids pact 
with Rosa, the trusting sixteen-year-old Catholic girl whom he 
marries in order to stop her from betraying him to the police, Aa
®Walter Allen. Writers of Today, s. 24.
®Bowem, The Uptener. LVI (Ostoher 28, 1988)^  882. Atkins,
however, disagrees with tttss Bowen's, opinion of the hook, claim- 
img "there is so mnoh falsity in Britotom Reek." fiBhm
p. 83,
F^ather Harold Gardimsr, writing on the character of Pinkie, 
claims that be is a calloused, adolescent gangster but that ha does 
not sin thoutotlessly. He knows he is jeopardising his immortal 
soul. Norms for the Hovel, p. 103.
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# Pinkie is wicked, mere of toainent deenetien, end knee­
ing chi#, be bee no worse fete to feer* He eppcer# almost half 
in love with the Idea of Hell, Bteoitt, finkto’s lenyer, cynically 
voice#', his emesary ' of ' the situation when, adapting ' a line from ' 
Marlowe, be says: "Why tWLs is bell, nor are we out of it."® 
Pinkie's infanoy and Drawitt's middle age are characteristic of ■ 
thiS 'Hsl,!. .
gvelyn Mangk claims that Greene "... challangsd tbs soft 
modem mood by creating a completely dsmnable youth . . . Pinkie 
, , , is the ideal enanlnee for entry to asll,"® "mil lay ahwt 
us in our iufansy", and tbs horror Of Hslson Plaoe, that ", . ,
tramant la, discussing Grsems's Mrws, gatmrdav Baviow. 
%%KVI, 15, states that Greene is the least intellectual of modem 
major writers, stemming more from Joseph Conrad, with his inarti­
culate ravaged heroes, than from either the distilled, essentially
introverted Henry James, or the self-conscious, brutally «rare 
Frasfois Mauriac, Rostenne, in cwmparlmg Greene with Bemaaos, 
Malrasm and Mauriac, considers that Graham Greene has better in­
sight# than asy of the others. Graham Greene, p. 76.
®mrightm..mck, ' p. 212, gg. Christopher Marlowe, The
Trmical History. of #set#r Jramatos, ed. F. 8. Boas (Mow York;
The Dial Press, 1932), 'p, 72: ■ "Ay this is hell, nor am I out of 
it."
®gvelyn #a«#i, "Felix Culpa?", The Cemmemseal. XLFIII (July 
16, 1948), 322. Maugh interprets Greened sftotudS towards his 
characters as that of an author who would say: "These characters 
are not uy creation hto God's, toey have an eternal dastisy and 
they are not merely playing a part for the reader's amusmnemt.
They are souls whom Christ died to save." Aeeording to Waugh* 
this euplaius Greene's ". * . preoccupation with the charmless 
. . * the ehiltoen of Adam are not a race of noble savages who 
need only a divine spark to perfect them. They are aheriginally 
cortopt# Their tiny relative advantages of intelligence amd taste 
and good looks and good manners are quite insignificant." (p. 323).
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draby dyaaaiMd plot of ground , . * called horn#"*® conditioned 
him to this degree of eoeteépt end sadistic herdeese. Too early 
knowledge of poverty sad hate, twisted a# "poison in tbs hoy's 
weims", leading to fear and loathing over thoeghts of snnrriage 
and children, as well-as to eriee, this lost child, "imhahited 
hy saves devils", was a vietim of his esviroseent. Faint nos­
talgic pangs for the "tiny, dark eenfassional horn, the priest's 
voice, people waiting mdsr the states before tbs bright litote", 
stir within the bey, as be wconscioesly yearns for peace. Rose, 
who brings finkle back to his past, making him feel tbs common 
bond between them in backgromd and faith, also readnds him of an 
early desire to become a priest. However, he cannot escape from 
the depravity of this Britoton environment; ha is an image of tbs 
child who has too early and too constantly corns into contact with 
corruption in its basest forms,** Tbs theme of lost innocence and 
the inflwenca of early impressions wpon later behaviour are evi­
dent from the portrayals of Rose and Pinkie, while the priest who
13
enters briefly at the end to offer Rose consolation and hope,
PF* 89, 92.
**Mssnet^  fTBhm IrTltfMr F* )®* William York Tindall holds 
that rrAgtTi# Yirl* is an instance of Greene'a indabtetoess to Freud;
the trauma of a deplorable heme, enviromssnt. Forces in Modem. Brit- 
ish hiterature 1883-19)8 (Hew York; Vintsme Books. 1938). pp. 221-2.
**Marie MesnSt holds that flnki# is "doomed to an early 
knowledge of corruption and evil", and feels that "Pinkie becomes 
the most possessed of Greene's children," jQggg.,ip. 48.
**Blissbeth Bewell, "Graham Greene", The Dublin Review.
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direct# our attention to the Infinite Ooodnee# Who alone know# 
and forgives the weak, sinful human soul.
A aense of evil undoubtedly pervade# Brighton Rook, per­
haps more atarkly than «ay other of his books, in that the main 
characters, so young in years, are callous and malicious far be­
yond their age. f. A. McGowan feels that the objectionable scenes
in blltobm ***:
. . . integral to the theme of evil, necessary to 
show a diabolical attitude towards flesh; necessary 
to show that the eontemyt is really self-worshipping 
pride, not just a screen for imanperiance; necessary 
to show Pinkie's disgust for salf-swrrendsr.1*
Jacques Madaule, discussing the character of Pinkie, labels him a
"luclferian” figure; Eostenne has a similar interpretation of this
character as diabolical and anarchistic.*) In a book introducing
primarily the macabre and squalid details of a seedy life of ter-
CCXXPIII (first Quarter 1934), 12, states that even though lose 
and Pinkie are in mortal sin, they are the real innocents, and 
reminds us that the theme of tha "imsocenee of sin* is taken up 
by the confessor to lose at the end of Brighton Reek. Vide sunra. 
pp . 1 3 -1 4 .
*®MeGowan, Rtnascence. VIII, 32.
*®S(. Jacques Madaule, Arshsm Areene. p. 381* "Pinkie is 
a lueiferiam persomage and angel of darkness." Pinkie "knows no­
thing of sympathy, end gives Sod nothing of love which God gives
him. Pinkie, if he consents to the lose of his soul, does so from
pride; at first, la revolt against his family sad later against 
society, and against the 8upr«me Judge, Such lueiferiam pride is
ineoneeivtole outside the Christian atmosphere." (p. 376). C|.
Rostenne, fTtom fMmir F* "PmWRlA 9*
The best wton he falls, falls to the losest degree. This is the 
key to the character of Pinkie, the anarchist." Madaule'# desig­
nation "Iweiferian" figure may be connected with Rostenne's com­
ment that Greene "reminds us that the power of Satan rests upon 
the perfection of his Incognito." Vide surra, p. 18, n. 43.
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X9t and evil, only Rosa can rametoar the miealag fw what 
may ha discovered "betwem the stirrup and the greamf. Whan 
Pinkie quotes: "Between the stirrup and the gromd, he ssmething 
sought and something foun^. Rose supplies "mercy".
' ' . ' ' The #ewtr end toe Qierv : -
. : ich,*. Iflet
If,Greene is dealing with a eontemperery gangster element 
in Brighton Reek, the horse-racing sphere, his nest novel, and 
perhaps his best work, has even more widespread serious eentempO" 
rary relevance.*^  % e  church-state eomfliet which forms the back- 
gronsd of the struggle depicted in the newel will only be dis­
cussed in passing, since for the purpose of this study, it is the 
role of the child which Is particularly sipiifleant in The Power 
mad the Glorv. ■ In order to indice# the structural importance of 
the child-figu#s, and to discuss adequately the imsigh# they
A# #eett#Jsmes, Plftv Tears Utoretnr#
(London: Leegsmns, Green end Co., 1951), p. 178: "A book which 
will rank ane# the major nows is of this century," Madaule, dis- 
cussisg the mysterious hsanimg of the title, asks whether the 
words ;meem the Power and Glory of Christ, Whom we see scoffed 
at and despised in the person of lis priest? —  Or a Mocking 
Power ineapehle of,essdring lie servants the least pretestion 
betoeen. evil, and blind malice? Graham Gremee. p. 3#7. gf,. Valter 
Allen aautiee# us to consider the title (which is often the novel- 
iet's own smnmary of the, thwne and t# m#.he,,regards, that then#), 
for it is part of the Lord's Prayer in th#..Protestant ritual, and 
the reader automatically does not expect .the c#ventl«mal adventure 
story. Reading a Novel, p. 37*
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provide, the imsidto# epeeifieelly releveet to the toild'e role 
will he reviewed,
Thet every f#eet of the prieet'e edveetwpe i# eeeeeieted 
with ohildree i# ohvioee^  ee indeed the hooh hegine end end# with 
toem, #et ie the "godlee# etete" of Weeioo derimg the time of 
political etrife end religious persecutioa of the 1920'#, the 
story bogies with m  eoylsicmed escape to Vera Cruz on the part 
of the "toiaby priest" (who is always so identified). However, 
hie thongtoe of flight are dwrtalled by a shell boy, Luis, in 
neareh of a doetor for hie ailing mother, dine# Tmsehj the dis­
illusioned dentist, with whom the disguised priest had been eon- 
vsrsing,*® is unqualified for such an errand, the faint stirrings 
of eonscienee beeema strong enotoh to urge the priest to follow 
the hoy. . . the stranger had got np: unwillingly he had been
summoned to am occasion he couldn't pass by. He Said sadly: 'It 
alwsys sssms to happen, hike this,"'*® He deliberately ellows
*®%t is important to note also that their conversation 
eventually eenters upon children, stinmlated by a snapshot of
Tench's two small hoys: "... a yellow snapshot out of his note­
case , . . too «mail children struggled over the handle of a water 
img-ean in a book garden . . . sixteen years ago." Graham Greene,
The tower and the Glory (London: William Heinemann Ltd., 1940),
%»,. 121, '
19Ibid.. p. 13. Jacques Madaule rebukes the criticil® of 
Henri lambaud, who sees Greene's characters as leaking or appear­
ing to lack the precious heritage of free will, for example, Ram- 
baud states that the priest is pushed to mmtyrdom by a force 
quite foreign to himself, that is, by his priestly character, 
whieh sets on him as a "destin véritable". His reaction to this, 
says RmAaud, is aherneteristle; his priestly soul has no shoiee 
but to agree. Arguing against this "autcmatic" reaction, Madaule
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th# etumee of oscapo to mlip by in ottof to hood the call of duty. 
In this initial apiaoto, m  sea the eetlou purposefully deflected 
by the iutereeutiou of a child. The priest,accompanies. Lais, 
kuouing that the delay will prévaut him from embarking, a# the 
ship i# sheet to leere the harbour. Nveu Touch, too kuew of this 
miseed opportemity for escepe, thosght: "It didn't matter so much 
after ell: a little additioual pain wee hardly aotieeahl# ia the 
Wgeahaudmommst.''^
, :. The boy Luis, at this point in the story, was bored by 
religion, and mere aencerued with the soldiers' guns, and with 
catching "gringos", While listening with his sisters to the story 
of the little martyr Juan,** so often read to the ahildren by their 
mother, he was merely impatient; often he yawned, and "leant against 
the wall with an erpreseion of intense weariness."** Hia fasci­
nation for guns leads him to an encounter with the police lieu­
tenant, frem which we learn tha nature of the forces of opposition 
to, and in pursuit of, the priest: "Here the preeeher of Utopia 
is the delegate of anti-Christ, the lieutenant of police in a to-
claims that because grace is a supernatural gift, and ctonot act 
without the free will of the one to whom Cod offers it, we see 
the priest deliberately refusing chances to escape, end this is 
adnirshle. Graham Greene, p. 364.
“ a i â „ 17.
**A Story uhito parallels that of the 'toishp priest" —  
a clarer artistic deriee of Greene's, like a "play within a play". 
(As noted also by Allott ■ and Farris. GrshWvGreeme. p. 178).
**Tha Fewer. end Aha Glory, p. 27.
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tmlltarian state", s figure too bears an antithetical relation- 
ship to the priest, both im philosophy of life and in the raspec- 
tive roles of pursuer and pursued.
A group of children who continually taunt Padre Joed, the 
renegade prieet (and in this ahwaeter we have another foil to the 
f%%itive priest), SMMMwr at a peint in the novel where we
read of the Padre's frighfaeed refusal of prayer fc* the little 
fiwe-yeer-old dead girl**® Prom a descriptif* of the shas# and 
aWmdonmeet endured by Padre Joed becanee of toe children's laugh­
ter, typical of toe hatred and eonteeyt toward* him by the whole 
village: , . their little shseeleas voicee filled the patio
and there was no respect anywhere left for him in his hoes, in 
the town, in the whole abandoned star",*^  the scwe suddenly 
shifts to the banane station, owned by the Ënglishman yellows, 
employer of many native workers who, however, are under the super-
. ■, . **Theapis (pseud,), "îheater Notes", gnalish. XI (gummsr 
1956), 57» Of this lieutenant, Madaule writes: "Be wants the 
people to retain Eden's inuoeenee; therefore he persecutes vio­
lently the blaeh man whose behaviour calls to mind the fall and 
punishment." Graham Greene, p. 374.
*®John Atkins states that in Greene's Mwicsn travel story. 
The Lawleas Eoads. from toich he obtained his material for The 
Power and the Glorv. Greene writes of the horror enparienced by 
many Msnican Gatholics where ehildrm* remained unbmptised. "In 
such eases, parents are robbed of that greet blaasing, 'the holi­
ness of tha child'. Toe are not allowed to shelter lameeenee in 
your house. The world takes its 'tarnishing aecount', even if 
the child is baptised later: it has 'no bank of sanctity' to draw 
on." Graham GseenSé e, 113, '
**The Power and toe Glorv. p. 34,
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vision of hie daughter, Coral, rather than that of her lees oo»"" 
petwit father, Thl# preeoeiooe thlrteen-yeer-eld girl hide# and 
proteote the prieat from the lieutenant, Ae the eecoed child of 
importance to the plot, aha eleo help# to direct the fngitive 
prieet*8 oouree of aetien, ae well a* to gid* #  information about 
hie phyeical andmental etate endhie whereabeute,
From the eheltér provided by Coral, the prieet'a *e%cur- 
e W  take# hi* to hie former village, where we meet the natural 
daughter of the prieet, Brigitte, who ia the moat important child 
with ireapect to the revelation of the prieet*# eharaoter. Through 
an ironic twist of fate, she too becomes inStrueental in earing 
him from his second capture by the police lieutenant when, bidden 
her mother, she identifias hi* aa her father. The priest's 
continued flight takes hi* to the village of Padre Joed, where 
this renegade cleric refhses to shelter him from the police when 
he is charged with illegal possession of liqtmr. A most drsmatle 
scmsa follows toring which the prieat, forced to spend a night in 
jail o* this charge, listens to the tragic tale of another men's 
illegitimate daughter. In a book of hairbreadth escapes and cross- 
country scenes, this episode with its whispered life stories from 
characters of all walks of life, presents a eontrast in its quiet, 
yet fetid and foul nocturnal atmosphere.*® Pram the "jail se-
*®0f the prison■scene, Herbert Haber writes that the priest 
finds, during "that climactic scene im the wretched prison cell, 
a feeling of eommsnion with his suffering fellow priswers: *Ht
was touched by an extraordinary affection. He was just one eriml-
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quence’% during which the prieet dremc^^ of Brigitte, nececintlng 
her with the child of the prisoner, the elusive retreat of the 
priest ttoee him once ageim to the now deserted banana station 
where articles apparently left behind in the hurried departuM of 
its occupants remind him of Coral. The girl, however, is dead, as 
the reader is informed later in the story, probably a victim of 
soam brutality by thorns who forced the family to ese#e. Her 
toath, in youth and Ineocenee, the only child in the story who, 
in precocious wisdom and charity, aided the fugitive priest, points 
up the contrast between the pathos of her fate and the stark trag­
ic future which, the priest fears, awaits his natural daughter, 
Brigitte.
The occasion to observe an example of extraordinary faith 
end innocent suffering is furnished next, when an Indian mother 
is encountered, indomitably continuing her trek until she finds 
the Christian grove of crosses where she leaves her murdered little 
boy. The subsequent lehr interlude, when a Lutheran brother and 
sister nurse the priest back to health, gives the hero*® a period
nal among a herd of criminals ... he had a sense of companion­
ship which he had never received in the old days when pious people 
came hissing his black cotton glove. Modem fiction Studies. Ill, 
267, (gf. Karl Patten, "The gtrwetnre of 'The Power and the Glory*", 
Modem fisgionStudies. Ill (Autumn 1 9 5 7 ), 233, who states that 
this scene especially makes the reader feel the "rowsdnees" and 
"all-integrating wholeness" of the structure of the novel.
**for an interesting statistical tabulation of Greene's 
use of dream seqemsces, see John Atkin's analysis, Graham Greene. 
p. 12$. Atkins concludes that ", . , (keens finds the dream at­
mosphere essential to his method of working."
*®toeene's heroes are, for the most part, anti-heroic. As
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of sâfetf âafing wMeb h# e#mot Wt ##11 opom th#
hasarde## #*4 i*####r# Ilf# of Brigitta,
à final #tta#t to eaeaf# 1# foiled by a met# fre* a dying
American “gringo**, iremiaally written on tW hack of a piece of
notebook belonging to the now deceaeed child, Coral, who had been
the priest's moat detenined ally in hi# flight. This message
said, “For Cod's sake. Father ♦ . .**, and bronght with it, as it
were, an “oblign# eoemsmt" on the priest'# sttnation by Coral, as
her essay am on the hank of the payer read:
The frince of hemsark; is won#ring whether he shonld 
kill himself or not, whether it is better to go on 
snffering all the dowbts sheet his father, or by one 
blow . . ."29
heeoneilie# himself to his fate, the priest follows the shadowy 
half-eesta, or Mestizo" (the Jndas-fignre who bronght him the nr* 
gent message from the wanted American erlndnal "gringo"), knowing 
that the police lientenant will be there to take him as he per*
martyrs or rebels, they sre not new to literatnte, and they tnm 
up in mmy ewetenporary novels. Also, "Creene introdnees them to
Cod**, as pointed ont by William James Smith, in "The Indestmcti* 
bin mere". The Csmnssmeal. KKVIIl (N#y 9, 195&), 1&9. O'Peolain 
claims that: "In Creene as in nmeh of modem fiction the hero has 
given place to the martyr . . . Creene anffars crucifixion for his 
characters' sshes. Not that be can hope to redeem them. Within 
his philosophy the medwption of man by Christ is perpetnally 
thwarted by inmate evil. All he cm give to me is a final hope 
. . . that owr immortal destiny may be greater than onr moral do* 
serts." ThP pp* 9&"&'
Power end the Clorv. p. 226. Allott and Farris say 
of this that Corel's position is affirmed, as it is again for the 
last time when she figeras as the stem jwdge before the high
altar in the priest's dream before «mention." 
p. 1*6.
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form# th# last doty of his priestly offies. finding ths orfsdmsl 
St ths poist of dssth, in ossd of Shsolstios, hs attempts to ed- 
mimister the feerssmmt of Paeeoee. ' it this point the liantensmt 
of polio# cones npon his ptey^  gmided to the scene hy the treaeher* 
one half-caste. The s#ee%msmt - omsootiom of the priest, tW oli* 
mectio episode in the novels is expertly oontrised to synchronise 
with the nsnent of execntion of the little msrtyr Jese in the tale 
read hy hnis* smther. ' The incident, or, one should say, the so* 
issidemce, revivifies the lad's faith, teaming that the “whisky 
priest" has heeome a martyr, tnie ' is now prond to have had a hero 
in his house; his former admiration of the lientment turns to 
oontmpt, while his previous indifferemoe to religion now turns 
to worship. The life of ths hnmtad priest, in the role of a fs#i* 
tivw almost despairing of his own salvation and that of his child, 
has not been in vain in view of Lois' future.
Prom this survey of the plot of The Power and the Glorv. 
it is fairly obvious that children enter into the story frequently, 
either in major or minor roles, and always in significant situa­
tions. By association with ths hero in each critical episode, 
they become necessary to the action and serve'as springboards or 
Stepping stones in the one eeqwemee of events.
Minor Child Pigeras
Three ohildren, relatively unimportant with regard to struc­
ture, appear in the novel to support the theme of the innocent suf­
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ferer la a world of evil.** The flve*yee«*old mmtlve girl, Amite, 
i# buried without pr«#r despite the feet that her dietreught 
mother and gremdfether hog fedre Joed to »ay « preyer over her 
grave* "Hot e whole service, you smderstemd -* just e preyer, 
the wee *• immecemt." ' The mother's pethetie ellusie# to the Feest 
of Beittt Ammo, "Testerdey wee her seimt's dtp", foils to overcome 
the reesgede's feer of the lew, fedre Josd is revealed as callous, 
cowardly and eeeeeimsse striehwi "He was scared, and yet a curi­
ous pride huhhlmd im his throat, because he was beiag treated m  
a priest again, with respect." Theirs was a world im which tlwy 
were . , used to losis# children . . . but they hada't beam
*%. W. », lewis, im "The Pietism of Graham Greases Between 
the Horror #*d the Glory", The Hewwsm Beview. XIX Ofimter lfS7),
56, referring to Graeme's sense of evil in the world, refers us 
to Josrmev HiAemt Mams, where Greens tells #out his tour of li* 
her is im search of the childhood of the races "This jomrmey brought 
a paseiamate latertst in living to Greme." Tha boredom of early 
mowsla diaappeared, and children earns to predminate in his stories 
almost as smggestivmly as they had im the works of Bosts^ evski.
In The fewer emd the Glerv. continues Mr. lewis. Hell is the back­
ground for his fevomrita theme, the drsmmtie imitatiim of Christ's 
passion. Gremw hsmdles this theme by his own interest in child­
hood emd the sense of evil, with a mimgliisg of freudian and Amgme- 
timiem philosophy^  which liberia had emggosted, and which was for­
ever defined for Greene by the lines from "A. I." 's poem, "Germi­
nal", so often quoted by him; "Im the lost childhood of JWas / 
Christ was betrayed." l. A. Seotc-Jaass quotes Greene, Jeuruey 
Without Mens (lemdom; Millism Beimememm, ltd., 1936), p. 10;
"Today our world seems particularly susceptible to brutality," 
fifty Tears of. .gMliih,..,.litetstufe. p. 176. Xemeeth A. lehf, lift 
Catholic World. Cimill, IfS, says of Greene's preoccupation with 
%an*a aborigmal corrupt im" that, "It is met surprising that the 
landscapes of Qreema's mmsmls are never elegant. The pervasive 
evil of man emtsmda into his amrroemdimgs . . . (to] enhance each 
hero's struggle with the diseased elamemt in his nature." Cf. 
Madamle, who says this sense of evil shows that Christ is mocked 
everywhere, emeept in the hearts of saints. "The passion of Christ 
is harm cemtimmed in time" by man's indifference and hypocrisy. 
Graham Greene, p. 367.
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%Mi*d to » . . Ik&k tdhdUsh pciwur# Ckktaorii&a, tlwa illag^ L-
t^ Lawb* daughtar i)f oxaa *>f (bhwk mrlakMWHN*, i# maatlawr lawaowBamt ifia- 
tim with a eroa# to hear im life.. $ha had haaa taught to hate her 
fatha* "hy the prlaata", a# tha priaoma* cynically raaarh#, a eo*- 
mant that aggravates the pain of the prieSt'a paternity of the em­
bittered child Brigitte, who, in her malice and acorn, 1# never 
a real child. The three-year-old dead Indian hoy, mordered by 
the American "grin#»", ie the third example of the mioor child 
charactere who suffer innocently. At first hie little hnllet-rid- 
den body tonchee the fugitive prieet with horror and disgust mâ 
with renewed impact of the violence end brutality everywhere in 
the land. However, through the mother'# trek, as she stoically 
bears his pitiful body to the grove of crosses (significantly de­
scribed in a type of biblical setting), the power and magnitude of 
this primitive Catholic faith strikes the prieet. Ths sight of 
this dead child end his knowledge of the American murderer im- 
directly serve to seel ths doom of the priest. Because he had 
been a witness to the death of a child murdered by a wanted crim­
inal, the priest gives eredemee to, instead of suspecting, the half- 
caste's message from the wounded and dying Aemriean. As In the 
case of the boy Luis, who early in the story was an instrument of 
Providence in preventing the priest's escape by the message from 
his dying mother, the priest feels compelled to hear the dying 
criminal's confession, once more deliberately foregoing a chance
*4%e Power end the Olorv: pp. 57-#,
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to eseap#.. , .
The group of children who taunt Padre Joed appear to act 
a# a 'chorue', eliciting an emotional reeponee from tha reader to­
wards this craven, despairing figure of moral failure. Such a 
'chorus' serves to add to the moral pattern of the story. Their 
sharp, shrill voices, mimiching Josd's housekeeper wife, with 
"come to bed. Joed, come to bed", point up the tragic spectacle 
as clearly as he sew himself; , , a lifetime of self-Snalyeis 
enabled him to see himself as he was, fat and ugly and old and 
humiliated ... It was as if a whole seducing choir of angels had 
silently withdrawn and left the voices of the children in the patio 
, . . and he knew he was in the grip of the unforgivable sin, de-
spair,"*2
Major Child Figures
The three significant child figures are Brigitte, Coral
end Luis, Brigitte, the living woeful reminder of his deplorable
sin, with her seven-year-old dwarf-like body, »*ich "disguised an
ugly maturity", appears as ", . . one who had been sharpened by
hunger into an appearance of devilry and malice beyond her age."
She was "that small, malicious child who had laughed at him."
When she sees him for the first time:
The child stood there, watching him with acuteness 
and contempt. They had spent no love in her concep­
tion: just fear, and despair and half a bottle of
“ ma., p. 58.
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bran# end the nnnna of lonollnoo# hod driven him 
to an act which horrified him —  end thie acared, 
ahemafaced overpowering lore was the reanlt,^ 3
"He wee aware of an immenoe load of reeponeibility: it wee India- 
tingniahehlo from love . . . He cangbt a look in the child'a eye# 
which frightened him —  it warn again aa if a grown woman was there 
before her time, making her plane, eaare of far too mnCh. It wae 
like eeeing hie own mortal aim look back at him, without contri­
tion."^ Later, having aOid the Mae# aecretly for the villager# 
and eluded puraW^ t, he find# Brigitte eittlng on a tree trunk, 
near a rubbieh heap, and he thought: "The world was in her heart 
already, like the email êpot of decay in a fmlt." He picture# 
her without protection in a world of violence; "He prayed silent- 
ly: *6 God, give me any kind of death —  without contrition, in
a state of ain, only eave this child.Deprived of the Sacra- 
ment of Penance, he mahea acme kind of general confaeeion to God, 
in jail, and cries out, "Oh God, help her. Damn me, I deserve it, 
but let her live forever."** Brigitte alao appeare in another of 
the dream eequaneee which the prieet experiemcea while in the com-
**Ihld., p. *1.
P. #3.
**lhld.f p. 101. Eecause of Padre Joed'a refueal to give 
him absolution before the execution, the "whisky prieet" does die 
without the opportunity to make his confession, but not without 
expressing deep, agonising contrition, jgf. Madsule, who believes 
that if the priest's sacrifice is accepted, Brigitte will not be 
takms care of by asm but by angels. Graham Grepne. p. 37*.
**Ihe Power and the Glorv. s. 270.
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«mtnal jail, that ", , . Doré hall contaialng every aapeet of 
daeyalr."** In this dream, when Brigitte call# Wr father an «ai­
mai, he ewaheme erying, beeeming more painfully coneeioue of the 
extent of hie tin. Becauee of the reeponeibility end love he feel# 
for her, end the uneelfieh offer of hie final salvation for her 
peace, there comes to him a sudden strengthening of his own faith, 
together with a duty of love towards mankind im general. Perhaps 
then, through Brigitte, we learn that faith and love in obedience 
to the revealed Word of God «ay be the final answer to the problem 
of evil.**
Coral fellows (another young sufferer whose death occurs 
in the story), through her natural goodness and almost Immediate 
recognition of ecmething saintly in the priest, helps to unify the 
plot in that she saves the priest from the lieutenant at a crucial 
mosmmt, Bhe assists in providing one of the many strands necessary 
to the technical interweaving of the plot, as she reminds the priest 
of his daughter, yet remains the direct opposite to Brigitte in
**Allott and Parris, Graham Greme. p. 1B2.
*®C|. Madsule, who claims the priest knows that the power 
of the sacraments is im his hands, and if he leaves the state, 
there will be no one to invoke God and bring Bin to mm. Graham 
Greene, p. 270. To this might be added the statemmt of Idom Bley: 
"dCetholie priest possesses such an investiture that, if he is 
unworthy, the sublimity of his state shines forth all the more 
bristly. Bare, for instance, is a criminal priest, liable, if 
you like, to the fullest damnatim, and yet who has the power of 
trans#stsntiatlng ! , , . Mew can you net percgive this infinite
Beauty?" Won Bley, "Modem Christians", in Raises Mari tain.
Won glovi filsria of the Absolute, trams. John Coleman and Harry 
iorin Bittsse. (Mw f Books, Inc., 1947), pp. 222-3.
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all raipeeta, axeepfc that aha too amahlaa him to alwda hit purauam. 
Wham tha polio# lioatoaamt eoma# to aoareh tha plaatatioa, Coral
takes charge of the situation:
mha stood in the dooreep wetehis# them with a Ieoh 
of Immense reapoeaihility. Before her serious gaze, 
they heeams a hoy yon ooalda't trust emd a ghost you 
could almost puff away , . . Life hadn't #st at her 
yet: she had a false air of ia#re##ility^ ... .She 
had never spoken without délibération . . . [her 
father] felt an enormwa nswlllimgeeaa to entrust 
himself to this child ... He felt for his wife's 
' ■ hand secretively: they were adults together. This 
was the stranger in their house . . . [he] was 
■ ■ touched with fear; he was ' aware of an inordinate 
love; it robbed him of authority . . . 81» was in­
dependent of both of them: they belonged to#ther 
to the past.*®
Premature wisdom end a sense of responsibility are the main charac­
teristics of this young girl. It is she, rather than her parents, 
who shelters the priest. Although she tells him that she had lost 
her Protestant faith when she was ten, she understands that hie 
faith cannot be renouncedj [it was] "Like a birthmark", she con­
cludes. Her childhood was something she had never really been 
conscious of —  the whole of life was adult," When it was safe 
for the priest to lease the plantation. Coral's ecmpassion was a 
new enperimsae for ths hunted priest; "If they kill you, I shan't 
forgive them —  ever." She was ready to accept any responsibility, 
even that of vengeenee, without a second thought. It was hmr life. 
When the priest returns for a second time to the bmwma station 
mad finds it deserted, "He rsmsehered her readiness to swear ater-
*®%hs Pswer and the Glorv. pp. 58-42.
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n#l enmity ngeinet enyone who hurt Mm."** Be renlleed then haw 
mneh he had conated on thie child. #he wee the only peraon who 
conld help him witho# madengerin# heraelf.
Coral gee# M m  i^ graical anatenanee and moral eiq*port; aha 
made heraelf reeponaihle for him, perhaps even gave M m  renewed 
hope in mankind. Bitterly aha made him think of his own daughter 
(a# all oMldren did), hnt Wte devotion of Coral wee that of a 
real daughter* In her hook of poetry, which was left behind in 
the deserted banana station, the words "'My daughter, 0 my daughter* 
. . . seemed to contain all that he felt himself of repemtmce, 
longing and anhappy leve."*^  The priest's last dream is of Coral, 
and she appears serving M m  wine, "the best dish of all", at a ban­
quet with other priests* She shows M m  again the tapping of the 
Morse cede, which is finally taken up by all the priests at this 
banquet, while Coral watches him with her "stem, responsible and 
interested gaze".** The banquet, at which wine is served to priests 
(a supernatural symbol), and Coral taps out the code again, as she 
had dome while giving refuge to the priest in the first meeting 
with Mm, m i ^  link the idea of nature (the Morse code as natural 
knowledge) with that of grace (the wine which is used in the Act 
of Consecration im the Sacrifice of the Mass). Coral serves the
**aad , PP* 160,
41
p. 1#1.
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wine (as an acolyte or altar boy dot* at Mass) to the priast and 
thus baaonaa a handmaid of tha Lord, using her natural gifts 
(typified by the More# coda) in Hi# #nryi«4* : Becauwi this., "daugh- 
tar of M s  spirit" is admirably good and r##»gnis#s grass, sms 
might conclude that aha is perhaps intended to be a syaflsol of natu­
ral virtue mticipatlng!its perf eetien threugh seaetifying grace.**
. , Lais' appearance at the beginning and end, of ths book helps
to provide a structural balance im bringing out tbe influence of 
the "uMSby priest" upon ths life, of this little bey whose faith 
and piety are revived because he had known a real %mrtyr". Scof­
fing at first at the saintly life of the young martyr Juan, in the 
tale read by his mother, and at religion in gmmeral, he represents 
an all too common response to the new atheistie philosophy sym­
bolised by the lientenant, Luis also helps to stress the sense 
of futility, the precarious existence, end the desperate spirit­
ual plight of a Catholic family in Mexico at that time (as does 
the five-year-old dead girl refused prayer by Padre Josd). The 
boy's scepticism leads his father to remark that everything was
**lm other words, Coral is met a syahel of grass, bet of 
a nature so good and unspoiled that it is the kind upon which grace 
can build a saintly life. Morton label, in Perms of Modem Fiction. 
ed. William Van O'Connor (Minneapolis: University of Mnmsota 
Press, 194$), p. 292, states that "Grace operates as the instru- 
Mtttt which malms evil palpable" for Gxeene, whereas in Collâmes *s 
article, "geurees of Pictiom", in The Listener. LVIII.(October 3, 
1957), he claims that gabel states tbet "israce is■ always held in 
reserve, as a principle of salvation." Ths intrusions of grace, 
notwithstanding his skill, already puts him [Creene] in the deseent 
of the modern masters Jmsas, Conrad, Joys#, in whom "... judg­
ment end imagination aehieved their riehest eeebination." (p. 530).
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w#r for them, ". . t What book (th# # W y  of tb* ymm# mortyr 
J%N*; —  it 1# l&W o w o *  oblidbo##"^ im#, inr#eo#oi#img 
that tko prioot #0» ihdoef # boro #t M# end, %ui# b#gi# #  mdor- 
# t W  wwdMo# of bbo rool woloo of ooligioo; %%oo tko fogifli# 
poiwt, M opped oMlO odmiotorio# to the dpf# Amrioeo orimioei, 
hoe bow oweotod, LeiO* #i#W ** opeoim# the door to edwt 
the W o  ptiwt, oed woewetly wieemieg M m  feeide, elgeifie# hi# 
W o  ottiWde* Me i# w  loe#w tW boWd end eoeptiwi powbobo 
bod eoiltd for # deewr et Towb'e offioe, obw w  wed* "* /. 
bi# b w w  eyw ewwewd w  ewtiwt it wee e foot, you oew bow, 
yew pew etO Wed, poo # W  eld, poo died poeowlf /** Heoly i* 
tbe book. Lei# dbepw tbe de#tiey of tbe prie#t by diwetio# b W  
beck to tbe Wdet of We poWeit, ebile et tbe eed, be toe ie el- 
twed by bie eeweot oitb tbe prieet. Hie effiwetiw of feitb 
ie eeewed ee be tebee owe ie eetie# foe tbe wo  pooe# peieet, 
W w  Coeel'# pert ie  ebelterie# tbe %bieby peieet" bed to eed.
Heewiteletiee 
Tbe obildwm im Mie# bow to oe
w ty feewfblly tbe eeffOeie# w dewd by tbe ieeocwt pow#. Tbey 
mebe w  eww of obet ebildew ew eopmted to by weteie w lig iw e  
eed politieel wperiewet , Tbey bee we tbe eyw of We reed#, 
wd tbe reeeoiewe of tbe ebeeeeter# im tbe w w l. Cbildwm ie
p. #0,
**au-. »• w.
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général rmaimd tha priaat of tha aima of hia lifa, and aerva to 
lead him to hia ultimate fate, and to abou him the tri» maamiug 
of life, of lore for man, and tha heroic dadieated uaaelfiahmaaa 
of hi# vocation. They are thé one# mho knou and point the way for 
the prieet. Tbe bihlical theme, "a little child ahall lead them", 
aeema to reaonnd throi%hOut the novel, eo much eo that it cannot 
poaeibly eacape the readers Brigitte paradoxically and ironically 
lead# the prieet back to faiW. Coral lea# him to physical safe­
ty, strengthens his love for, and responsibility to, Brigitte and 
mankind, and also makes him poignantly asare of a child's physi­
cal mad spiritual needs. Bhe is the Isufully begotten child of 
mediocre yet honest and morally good parents. The natural virtues 
are strong is her; her environment lacks supernatural elements, 
yet it is a healthful, natural existence in its honesty, security 
and industry. Boas Greene mean to imply that upon this solid 
natural state a healthful, supernatural base could and should he 
built; that Coral is potentially a saint, and could be such if, 
so veil endoued naturally, she had access to a sacramentel life?
Or is this one of the instances which bring upon him the stigma
. . . ^  .. . .
of Pelagianism?**
**Cf, Rebecca West, The Court and the Castle (Toronto; The 
MacMillan Co., 1957), p. 103. This critic appears to he alone in 
suggesting that Greene*# character# are tainted with Pelagian char* 
eoteristies. Although a few Catholic critics,' O'faolain among 
them, find Greene's work tinged with heretical views or overtones, 
the most eminent of smdern echolars, such as tostcnnc, Madsule, 
zabel. Father Mart indale, Atkins, Mssmst, do not question his 
orthodoxy. It is difficult to see a Pelagian tinge, since his
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As for the other ehlldrem, the Indim* child's 'pssssge ' 
to the flmel holy restieg piece re-swekens the priest's adnirs- 
tloR of simple primitive isith. the child is sa exemple of the 
sefferiag of imoceaee, es ere Aaits sad Cetsrioe, vhereas tbe 
'chorus' of ehildrea depict Universel contempt touSrds Pedre Josd 
end the situation St large. Of all tha children, hoisever, Luis 
is peWaps the only three-dlmensionel, and for that reason he is 
able to establish thet important elesmnt of eupatly.
", . . There can be no doubt of the success of The Power 
and the Glorv. in uhieh ths theme is not dasmation, but salvation, 
salvation, moreover, of vhet at first sifdxt appears very unpromia- 
ing m«keriel.''*7 This novel, with its theme of salvation and of 
all, young and old, uhose lives intersect in tha tremendous drama 
of the'hunted men who is also pursued by the Bound of Heaven, is 
a striking contrast to Briahton Rock, with'its theme'of damnation 
and a world of wholly secular values. Pinkie's hosm life, with 
its lack of even rudimentary moral training, his early acqoaint- 
ance with brutality and vice, im short, his whole existence stands 
out starkly when comtraeted with the hosm life of young Luis and 
of Coral fellows —  both of whom, at first sight, were placed in 
a hardly less premisiag situation then Pinkie, "There, hut for 
the grace of Sod" went Luis end his sisters, Coral, even Brigitte,
main characters are in general either weak and wavering in virtue,
or deliberately contriving some evil or sinister plan of action.
*7y»iter Allen, Writers of Today, p. 25.
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On the credit side Greene show# good parents, e home life with 
material end morel eafhguarde; a prieet, tho«%h weak end wayward, 
tmading the flock nntil a worthier ahaphatd arriwaa —  a "whielqr 
prieet", eapahla of heroic sacrifice In a most ndbsrolc way that 
noaathaless gave heart and hope to the henighted people. It Is 
shore all the story of a priest who, on the brink of despair from 
the political sitnatlon mad his tortured cooselence, regains his 
Vmoral selfhood" and grows in lore of God and naighhowr. It has 
a nnlversal meaning and contemporary relerance; for the stmggle 
between tha Catholic Chnrch and that partlcnlar brand of seenlar- 
iam estSbliahed in Msnieo inwolwes a stmggle for faith and free- 
dom which any sincere hellewer placed in similar circwnstsncea 
wonld wndergo,**
**This brings to mind Frangois Masriac's comnants on the
theological themes of Greene's The Power md the Glorv. as pre­
sented hr «allace Fowlie, in his essay "Catholic Orientation in 
Contemporary Literature", included in gtanley Hopper's gMritnal
Froklems M_Com%«smrary...M.Mr#m*re (Sew fork; Harper and Brothers,
1912), pp. 22@-7. Mauriac apparently recognised all the theologi­
cal themes of the book, but was pnealed by the religions atmos- 
phere* "He felt that he was entering upon Christianity throw#» 
sons back door , , . Although Mauriac greatly admired the almost 
secretive way Graham Greene treats the religious problem in his 
writing, which almost corresponds to tha swbtérraaean radiation 
of grace in the world, he confesses to feeling disorientated and 
even ill at ease in the world of the gnglish novelist." Cf. 
Madsule, who holds that a novel is not Catholic from subject mat­
ter or conclusions, but by reason of tbe quality of its author.
He likens Greene to Julian Green, who is also committed to problems 
of our age. Graham Greene, he adds, is no longer concerned with 
purely private mmd individual conflicts, but with those of all men; 
he not only treats them as creatures of an earth destined for 
eternal punishment or bliss, but he is also interested in them as 
victims of heredity and specific social milieux. Graham Gregm#,
P.,364.
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Since this ferlllleat novel is deelgxmd m that the ctiil- 
dren pleeed im mtretegie or hey poeitiom# eomtribmt# to the pro- 
gros# of the plot,** we com tWrefor# eemelmde that their pmeaemea 
ia thamatieally aigaifieamt. Hithoat them, the novel would lack 
it# structural eoapactuess and unity, and a failure of one of the 
purposes of the novel, that of involving moral and spiritual levels
of meaning, would result* A corresponding weakness in the develop* 
msmt of tha thama^ might also follow from their meclusiom, as shall 
he shewn in Chapter IV of this study.
*®As Shakespeare has with ths children in Macbeth.
A^tostoama, who calls The Power and the Glorv "a true mas­
terpiece . . * a mevel of vocatioe . . ad#: "I do not know 
say novel which, in Inspiration, in selection «ad treatment of de­
tails of intrigue, characters and situations,^ is a better manifes­
tation of vocation as tkm essence of human #sti#, as the in­
carnation of liberty. It is omtromaly difficult, in such matters 
not to miAo the image of destiny and that of freedom ssetwally ex­
clusive* In the accepted current view the idea of destiny (or 
fate) contradicts the notion of liberty." Graham Greene, p, 179.
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NQVKLB W  TB: THimD milW —  1948-1957
A mawr# artistry, particularly with ruspsct to the devel­
opment of tWme, distinguishes the novels end plays in this third 
period of writing, the earlier mixture of detective story, melo- 
drams and ease history is less apparent than the suhstratum of 
moral theology, eoeesmicated through moving situations involving 
imperfect or seemingly inyerfect Catholics. Conflicts hetween two 
kinds of love, dramatically revealing holiness and grace in un­
likely mouents, skilfully and suhtly convey Greene's psyeWlogi- 
cal, sociological and theological insights. Haunting this entire 
"phantasnagoria**, is the ever-persistent, penetrating child, the 
child who, for awe perplexing reason, cannot be left out. A 
brief survey of his latest works will perhaps throw light on 
Greene's preoccupation with adult experiences in which the very 
young are perilously involved,
1. the Heart of the Matter 
Of the three novels selected for analysis in this chapter 
because of the significant appearance of child figures, the Heart 
of the Matter, by virtue of its chrenologicel precedence, will be 
examined first, the story, which opens with a husband and wife
55
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in the depths of distress, dynwieslly unfolds, bringing the hero 
to a point of apparent total damnation.^  gehoes of the past play 
upon the sennes as we see Seobie change from the Just and loyal 
deputy-cmmisslonsr of police in Hast Africa^  —  a man who was con­
tent to live a drab but even-kiltered life, with pity for his wlfe,^  
yet tolerating her in his desire to m#e her happy and find peace 
for himself —  into a corrupted, despairing Soul. Consistently 
earnest in his love for Sod and man, #cobia offers up his earthly 
peace for the sake of a pale, pathetic, dying ehild-vietim of a 
war-ravaged world. With no further aspirations for attaining peace 
or happiness, and wishing to cause no more pain to Louise, Helen
Seville Braphroohe, in "Catholics and the Hovel", Renas­
cence. IV (Autwm lfS2), 30, says that this ravel is "an example 
of the way in which Srssma has brewght to perfection a conflict 
without resolving the preblsm in terms of mortal and venial sins, 
but laavi# such a judgment to the dmnlpotont; his task as author 
is merely to present the crisis in human terms."
P^olitical and social inequality, and psychological mal­
adjustment also play important roles in #e  Heart of the Matter. 
as wo are made awaro of the unscrupulous exploitâtim of the 
"blnehs" by the white landlords, the various social levels at the
"club", md the pathological behaviour traits found in Seobie, 
Louise, Helen, Harris and Wilson.
O^f Seobie's quality of pity, Francis Bqwning says that 
this, along with his desire for peace, is the source of his weak­
ness. Si» "Communications, Felix Culpa?", The CesusMsuual. XLVIII 
(August 6, 1948), 399. F. X, Connolly, in hi# reviews of eresne's 
The,Lost Childhood and Other Essays, and The Art of Graham Greene 
by Kenneth:Allott and Miriam Farris, Renascence. ' IV (August 1957), 
121, believes that it is this pity for his characters which dis­
tinguishes Greene from Mauriac, Bloy and Pépsy. magazine,
reporting on Greene the novelist, under "Shocker" (October 29,
1951), 62, writes that in this book Greene stows pity can be a 
terrible thing; it led Seobie to eossmit suicide, putting hiamelf 
above God.
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or God, h# faites his own life,* am act comdwmsd later by his wife. 
Just as Fatha* Clay had esndassmd young Feuhartea's suicide. Father 
Rauk, who ap#ars. at, thS' emd of the story after gcebie's death to 
ccmseut upon the divine mercy of God, reminds us ' somewhat of Sco- 
bie's own retort to Father Clay comcemimg Feeherteu's suicide:
", * . even the church can't tell me that God doesn't pity the 
y o u n g . Father Ramk, a devnut though unhappy priest, and Seobie, 
the unhappy, faltering convert, each in his own way, alludes to 
the secret and profound wisdom and Judgment of God. Seobie's es­
cape from a moral dilemma is by suicide, but m  are left with the 
feeling that*
. , . his life and death comprise a problem to which
the answer is in the mind of God alone, the reeoneili-
*To the controversial comments by many Cattolic critics 
who have been pusslad by Greene's sympathetic handling of Seobie's 
suicide, tha author replied that he was surprised at such a re- 
spouse: **I wrote a book about a men who goes to purgatory. I don't
know what all the fuss is about," (As reported in Time, October 29, 
1951, if) « dtedanle holds that love and pity are often indistin­
guishable in Greene, especially in the case of Seobie, and that 
love consciously turned tcmarda .brothers-in-misery, given, to us 
as fellow travellers, is also characteristic. Madsule, who is in 
sympathy with this point nf view, adds that to sin from love and 
from love misunderstood is better than to refrain from sin through 
lack of love, through concern for one's own spiritual security, 
GrWtem Greene, p. 385. Aie sounds like casuistry and could only 
be adequately discussed by a moral theologian; it has the ramifi­
cations of ths current question of a "just war'*, with atwsie wea­
pons, There ia, however, in Madsule's interpretation, am over­
tone of. Dante's treatment of Trisnmrs "who nor rebellious proved / 
Mor yet true to God, but for themselves / Mere only." (Inferno 
III, lines 38-39, Gary's translation), ■
\he Meart of the Matter, p. 89,
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mtie* of perWt jumt&e# with perfect mercy #( God *
Of the chiWee pertreymd or referred to im thie morel,
there I# emly oee reel child, Cetherim# other#, Belrm, Mi
emd Feehertom ere ymethfulj ehlldlihe edmlte), who it hut e memmry
ehem the etory hegiw, emd etom me hmew chiefly from deehie'e re-
flectieme ee he look# et h# #wtogreph:
... their omly child, «Am hed died #t echeol im 
degleed three yeer# e#e —  e little yieue mime- 
yeer-eld i^l'e fee# ie the white mmelie of firet
The child'# #iritwel yreecmre yerwmdee the emtire etery for 
ie the object of hie weeelfi# lew#, echimgly imteeeified by e 
feelie# of mcfwlfilled ebligetiee eed m hewetimg eeeee of geilt, 
Thie eeheomecieee eeguir* mod ieeer twcmoil, elthowgh reyreeeed, 
meet here bee# elowly yreeiyitetimg withie the mem, ee it eweetwel- 
ly leede imdireetly to hie three meim miedrmeeeore.* A firet feil- 
ere, im hie duty ee e reeteme officer, ie hie illegel met of eyem- 
ieg the meile emd let# ellewir# $he letter from the Fortegmeee 
ceyteim'e demghter to go throe#. Ayyeremtlly mowed by yity end 
the ylee of the eeyteim*
Shelye Wee#, "Felim Celyef", The Cmmmmeeel. 322»
7lhe geyrt of the Metter. y. 16»
f^ercel Word, im hie erticl# "Two Wolocemete of ec#ie",
Creee Cerremte. % (Wieter 1951), 57^  etetee thet gcebie wee euf- 
ferimg from two heleceeete: of yeeoe, which he deeired, yet offered
up eo thet e child edgbt here it, eed of deeeetioe. he defieee e
Mholoceeet" ee e "tetel eed uerepw ted gift e met mehee of himeelf 
to God for the yeeee eed eelwetiom ef othere. It yree#yoee# thet 
the victim mcW# e free eed wmeteeeoee choice out of love, gives 
hie coueeut weder tbe imeyiretioe of the holy Ghoet," (y» 53),
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8*1# love# W  , . , #to love# me to much and #he
waits * . * ths pwsmsas of that love ... a
wife shares too much of a sum *s sin for perfect.
love. let a daw#ter may save him at the last,®
he yields, wesoessiewely essosletim# has with Catharine.
His second failnre, in his duty as a hsshend, eoewrs in the 
affair with Helen Holt, and it eggrevetes his newmtle tendency 
to netrwths into a "lifetime of lies",^ * His initial response to 
the #peel ef Helen's ywweg^  thie, frail, child-lihe form, wee 
pity, hnt associating her esheoneeiowely with Cetherime (as la the 
case of the dying girl fro# the torpedoed ship), a ewhstitntion 
of lev# from his deed denghter to Helen may he involved. Perhaps 
this is s#ggest»d when he first sew Helen emsng the svwvivwrs of 
the shipwreck,
. . thin , . . «attractive, starved fee# , , .
' ■  ^ ##-#ar&of.the.JHsgter. pp. 45, 51, 54.
^®fmth to geohlt, . . never was of any real welee to 
«my henen heing -- it wee e syehol for mathsmetieieme end phlloso- 
phers to pwrswe. In hemen: relations, hlndeoss and lies .am worth 
e thowsSad tmths." j&id # P* 6®*
^%everal critics snggset that in Greene sweh women charac­
ters rsseWblo chlldmn who suffer without clearly underetending why. 
"The emotions they arouse in their men are, mere then anything, 
the tenderness end pity felt for i*st is yowng end helpless, im- 
tensified hy eompassionet# hnowledge of inevitehl# guilt end pain."
Allott and Perris, The Art of Grehsm Gomme, p^  95. Hlissboth 
Sewell, in "The Imagination of 'Graham Gree^"^ Thonsht. XXIX (Spring 
1954), 57, says of Greene's women characters: to he Inno­
cent, they must approximate childhood", citing Helen Holt as an 
enstole. To this we might object that since the freqwent male 
ettited# is to respond similarly to such situations, why should 
this he wniqws in Greene? The 'slinging vine ' type hes a long 
literary history.
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hair gow dead, and whan the light fell on bar face, 
aha looked wgly —  the temporary aglinaa# of a child
She wae "like handenffe on hi# wrleta", Flty led to love, although
Geohie, wreatling with Wemalf ia chnrch on one occaeion, wondered
if ha warn capahle of loving anything. Be *mly pitied poor Loniao
who Wae nothing more then a hahlt with him, while of hi# adwltary
with Helen, he thon#t)
Their leva , » . had hoan the eamonf 1 ^  of an onawy 
who work# im tame of friaudahip^  trwat and pity.*)
geohia'a third failwro i# a atrietly apiritual oua, a aaori- 
lagloaa eoammuiou* Phare the ehild Ctohariua wae indlraetly aaao-
elated with Seobie*e two earlier grave aina, in parhapa motivating 
the pity that warn the first step in yielding to temptation, hie 
final "holoeanst" raawltm from tha mallgnaut growth of doeait, for 
knowledge of hia lowa-affalr had to be kept from hie wife. teach­
ing tha point where "... all he could ahare with hia wmnen ww 
hie daapair",^ am added aamaa of guilt is due to a foaling of ra- 
spwsibility for the brutal merdar of his native sarvant-boy, All. 
The aetion of the novel culminates In Seobie's suleida,^ K» work­
ed out a curiously Involved way of quitting tha world. Happiness
"fhe heart of the ^ l#tar. n. 117.
P" 175-
p. 206.
^%e cannot but recall Qroona's own suicidal attempts at 
the age of fourteen. Cf. his assay, "As mavolvar in ths Cup­
board", from p* 173, ■
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on ««eh warn m  longer to be attained; lie bad offered up bie own 
peace,nmaelfiebly and passionately, perhaps pityingly, when he 
prayed for the peace of the dying stx-year-old girls
. . , Pather, look after her. Give her peace . . .
Take away ny peace forever, bet give her p e a c e . * '
Tenthfal characters and his reflections on children seem 
to develop in Seobie the feeling of resxwmsibllity, a protective 
attitn# of paternal solicitude towards ottora, which is the basis 
of his charm ter. The painful memory of Catherine, not only con­
tributes to the progress of the aetion, but also illuminates his 
pity and tenderness, so that every childlike figure he emcowters 
elicits and intensifies these emotions. Seobie*s three major 
transgressiona in his official, marital and religious duties di­
rectly result from his response to some aspect of childhood. Ar­
tistically, the child is important because all these episodes are 
involved with one amothar duo to am organisation of parallel emo- 
tianal relationships and correspondence of phrase and image. Simul­
taneity and careful symmetry in character grouping form a pattern 
for his physical and emotional responses to, asd associations with, 
children. The theme of youthful innocenee md suffering, as peri­
pheral to adult problems, is conveyed through the fate of PeUber- 
ton. All, ths shipwrecked children, and the early death of Catherine, 
Seobie*8 habitual response of fear, pity and despairing sense of
6^pide sunra. p. 55, n. 4.
Hsart of the Matter, p. 130.
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rfsfoasibiUty for others seems to stem from the persistent memory 
of his deed child, Catherine, with whom all other ehildlike figures 
are suheonseiously assoeiated.
A freneh erltie finds the souroe of Seobie'a moral dilem­
ma to be both psyehologieal and religious: he loved and pitied 
Helen Bolt who made it clear that he alone gave her my reason to 
live after the disaster in which she had lost her husband during 
their honeymoon, yet.
He had vowed to safeguard the happiness of Louise (his 
wife) and now he had smdartekam another responsibility, 
inemapatible with the first. And he felt tired because 
of all the lies that he would os# day have to tell: he 
felt the womsda of these victim who had net yet begun 
to bleed,*®
for Seobie, at heart a decent man and a good Catholic, matters were
complicated bf the fact that he regarded marriage as,
... an amgagmsent more solid and profound than fi­
delity itself and moreover, he loved them both . . . 
to choose was impossible, the situation had reached 
an i#aase; until he thought of suieide as a way out.*®
Becseae Seobie does not want to hurt Louise and Helen, and cannot
bear seeing Asm suffer because of him, he is led threugh pity of
those for whose happiness he considers himself respemsible to take
his life and offer his soul's dammation for ttoir peace. Imrardly
he prays:
0 God, it's better that a millstone ... I ean't give
®^Boetaene, Graham Oreme. p. 151.
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tor paie, to tto ottor pai», and I eaa't #o to giv-
ing yto pain, 0 God, if yen lova na a# I ton# you do,
toip na to laav# you. #aar God, forgot «0.20
His faith tolls him that atoh a cours# of action is an injury to 
Infinité Lorn; hut to sees them suffer, and God's suffering through 
his deed to eansot see* Aie is a cotolnaiom which Implies that
althou# geohie loues God and is aware of the gravity of his step,
he cannot trust Him to provide for the happiness of the two crea­
tures wtose visible suffering, on his own account, he cannot endure, 
geohie assumes responsibility for their temporal welfare while, at 
the same time, to aaeumes réapenaihility for his cun' eternal dmm- 
natlto. Greene, heueuer, leaves us with no such neat solution:
Father Rank's conmeto to Seobie's wife, when the latter has learned 
tto truth aheut the smnner of his death, indicates tto author's 
point of view; "1 wrote a book aheut a man wto goes to p u r g a t o r y , " 2 1  
This attitude Is tto anther's interpretation of Father Rack's re­
mark: "I think from what I saw ef him, that to really loved God", 
and when Leuiae retorts: "He certainly loved no one else", tto 
priest has a final observation: "And you may to in tto right of 
it there t o o . " 2 2  Greene, therefore, pinpoints Scobie's last words, 
"hear God, I love and Father Rank's final ctoment as indica­
tive of geohie's re#ntance and salvation.
2*fto Heart ef the Matter* p. 2fë.
p. 55, n. 4.
22%s Hngrr of tto Natter, p. 306*
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2, The Had of the Affqlr
Ihl# Story which csmtsrs srowmd As lives of s Jsalous 
hssbsad, am «faithful wifa sod has lover, is amothsr sxmpla of
Grosso's artistry, im this cam# told through a first psrsom mar- : 
ratory with flastoack toahmiqws. Those devices are Smpplememted 
hy mterial fosmd im garah's diary, s' else to the whole story, 
which is eeeovered hy the detective farkls^ ® with the aid of his 
ÿdm# see, a precocioms child emd m Shle emsteer sleeA. Beedrix, 
the movelist hero of the story, sets' out to write a "record ©f 
hate",^ becamse he is no longer the object of Sarah's affection* 
His goal is to write a story of ttoir claadmstiw affair, using 
the wronged husband Bsnry Miles as his case stedy, a chsmge from 
his original assignment which was to report on the life of a civil 
servant,25 The action begins three years after the affair between 
Hendrix and Smrah hed ended, end we see thet Henry had on this oc­
casion no suspicions concerning his wife and his friend, but that
22gvelyn Mengh, "the Heart's 0w*i Reasons", The Comnseweel.
LTV (A#ust 17, 1951), 458, calls this persuing detective (usually 
a sinister figam), "a clown".
2*GrAhem Greens, The Hnd of the Affair (London: William 
Hsinemenn, Ltd., 1951), p. 1, Once again it is a priest who under-
etsmds Hendrix's hattod, when father Crempten explains, "1 knew 
when a man's in pain," (p. 227)* Greene has been accused of show­
ing in his writing hatred toward the world, but emsng those who 
tofemd him from this charge is Paths* Harold C, Gardiner, 8.J., 
who justly points out that it is not Greene who bates; it is rather 
his characters who hate. C|* "Second Thoughts on Greene's Latest", 
America. U#V% (Hstonher 15, 1951), 312.
25%t is of interest to note that Seobie, in The Heart of 
the Matter, is also a civil servant.
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ha MW haliavM he* t© he involved with moth#* sum* Ironically, 
h# acta ©m advice from Bendri* wh@ perenade# him to hi*# a detac- 
tive to follov Sarah, Sl« la dlecovered in ha* vieita to Siaytha, 
the ratioaaliet miniate* whom aha had bee® ewanlting about he* 
rathe* v#ue religious taadeneias. Sarah, a Catholic unaware that 
she had been baptieed in childhood, yearns to love Cod wholahaart- 
edly; pa*a«Wically^ Smytha?# fanatic preaching against God and 
all revealed truth,has, a. reverse effect .upon Sarah in that it 
strengthens:he* wavering faith* Having given up her lover, Mau­
rice Bendrlx, because she believed that her prayer was heard when 
his life was saved during an air raid (the first miracle), she be­
gins to wonder whether or not her former love for the writer had 
not really been love of God, After a protracted illness, Sarah 
dies, having becwe reconciled, by the aid of a priest, with the 
church.
Sarah's final return to God, through faith and the power 
of grace, is magnified by its effect upon the other characters, 
Bendrix, who had declared that he could never love God, at least 
believes now in the existence of God, Smyths, also beginning to 
believe, enperienees the complete healing of his scarred fase, 
after he had applied a lock of darah's hair to the blemish. A 
source of pain and humiliatim* to him before, this mark is totally 
removed as if by a miracle. Finally, Parkis's boy is Instrumental 
in gaining access to dmythe's apartment on the prêtent of a feigned 
illness, and thus becomes am important ag#wt in the development of
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the plot. Be ioAtms of Sarah'e randoevoue, dlaeovers the diary
eontaiaiag the ale## to her Whaviomr, imledimg the all-importemt
fact of her eaarifice of love for mrndrix la aamrer to her prayer
for hi# preaervatiom from death, a# well as her ##ee%wmt re-
pemtamee amd reeomeillation. Later, when the hey hecomes truly
ill with appendicitis, he asks for a mement# of "the lady who had
heen hind to hi#. In the hoy's fevered dream of Sarah, he is
premised such a “present”. When he awakens crying for the object,
his father gives him one of Mrs. Miles' falry-boofcs, a story by
Andrew tea#, in which, as a child, she had inscribed:
'#mm I was ill my mother gave me this book by tang,
- If any well person steal# it he will get a great bang,^
But if yen are sick in bed .
feu earn have it to read inatead.
Miraculoualy, the boy reeovera the memt d^ y^  claiming that Mrs.
Miles had come, touched him on the right side and had written the
verse in the book for him the previous ni#t.
All three stlraclee^  ^coincide and they synehrenise too with
4#  Affair, a. 220.
''dmsng tW critics who criticise this novel beeanae of 
the 'oomtrived miracle#*, Gardiner views the saintly life of Sarah 
as not anffiaiently portrayed to warrant the miraOlea. America. 
U m m ,  313. fide Wrn. p. W, n. 23. Amemg these who defend 
Greene, ]lvelyn Waugh etetea that the miracles show that there is 
active: beneficent aepemaatnral interferemesi a brave Invention by 
Greene, md that this book is for all Gentiles to wWm it shows 
the Ghameh in their middt —  mysterious, trimephant, and working 
for their good. • "The Heart's Own Reasons”, The Gommomweal. Lit, 
43d. Jehm Atkins claims that Greer# is perfectly justified in 
using supernatural manifestations because . . as a Catholic .he 
believes in miracles.” Atkins, a nen^ Cetholic, adds that W  be­
lieves in miracles, and accepts thsm in fiction when they da not 
occur too frequently. GrAhm.Greens, p. 201,
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Sarah's xetwe» to the faith of her mother. Mot only do they semi 
symbol# of the power of faith, but also visible maaifestetioes of 
the pewer of greee.^ Greeee mehes thee# eéipérieepes of Seythe 
and the bey the climax of the book, throsgh contact with Sarah, 
the rationalist teacher amd the, child, who was merely the teel of 
a cold, prying and irreligious father, are led to a hmewledge of 
supernatural values. Sarah is the instrument of God for these two 
and perhepS for Bendrin, although in his case the iesne is left 
in de«At.
■ Since at least orné half of the content of this conflict 
is devoted to the unraoellimg of Sarah's ehottonal break*%^  with 
Bendrin, and her return to the Catholic faith, amd since this in­
formation is provided only in her diary, discovered by the two de* 
téctivès, Parkis and his boy^  the letter's inpertanee to the ten- 
Sion of the plot is incontestable. An excample of the early ex­
ploitation ^ and corruption of an 'innocent', a witness to the see# 
and immoral affairs of adults, he falls easily into this child 
type which Greene so often uses in his writings. Potentially 
doomed perhaps to a life like that of Pinkie, the motherless bey 
is saved by the grace of God, and contrary to the opinion shared
“^In this connection, PatMr Gardiner states that iarah's 
intellectual c<wver#ion followed by a period of struggle against 
semsoel temptations reeelled to him tbs similar situation depicted 
by gaint AeipÊStime in his CoefesQiens. Koaetheless, Father Gardi­
ner ' wwns that : too much has been made of Greene 's cWpar ison with 
gaint :A%ustine in this respect. ■ America. 312.
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by several eritic#,^ ® #ereh'e "elreela”, rather than striking a 
false artistic note ie its comtriveeee, appears to be a dramatic
method of revealing her as am imstrmeemt of good. Having been ex­
posed to the evil in the world, the hoy's moral end spiritual nature 
would have been mined, but for the example of her faith. Greene 
uses her as a foil to tW calculating father who was wndonhtedly, 
thoiq^  perhaps unwittingly, training his motherless son for a 
materialistic, smorel life in which, without grace, he would in­
evitably have become another exssmlme narrative of lost childhood. 
Sarah, the repentant sinner, becomes a spiritual mother who not 
only saves his life hmt else leads him to the new life of grace.
3' The Quiet Wrfr#
In The Quiet Americm, his most recent novel, Greene hmm 
“extricated the tale of a new Quixote”,'*® in a background of what 
was once a beautiful country, m»sw in a state of war through ecm- 
munist infiltration. Once again, the childlike character, rather
Claney, "The Moral Burden of Mr. Greene's Parable”,
The Gosmemsual. m i l  (Marsh W, 195$), #22, claims that The Bad
of the Affair. "... with its intolerable retreat to the pseudo- 
miraculous", gives the «tthappy answer to what Greene's religion 
was doing to his talents, while Francis Wymdhm states that be- 
emsa of the miracles the book reads like a disappointing manu- 
wrtpb. B* 34; tut p. 64, n. 27.
3%velyn Waugh, "Qufc^ te Gees Bast". The gundav Times 
(Beeamhar 4, 1915), 4. Mr, Waugh calls The Quiet American "mas­
terly, original and vigorous", and adds that although it lacks 
the grandeur of theme of its three predeeassors, "... the tech­
nical eeeosyllshmsnt is everywhere superb,"
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than m  actual child in yaar#, it a foil to the aophiatieatad, 
oyniéal man of tha world, for the yomg Amnanita girl, PhmOng, 
miatraa# to tha mlddle-agad gnglieh joumaliat fowlar (tW narra­
tor of tha atory), it a child in appaarunea mé oharaotar 3^  Pyle, 
a yemog ioatonia% is sent to Indo-Chme as a secmt agent of his 
government in order to give aid to a native general who is c<m- 
sidered to he the saviour of his country. Althou^ only mis- 
chiewusly intervening in affairs, he is shot hy the Coassmists.
As smother of Greene's amti-herOio protagonists who deviate free» 
duty,Pyle hecomas infatuated with the native girl Pfemong, and 
despite the feet that she has merely heeoam a 'hahit' with Fowler 
(as geohie's wife had become with him), the journalist would even 
lie and kill in order to keep her. 0f little importance to the 
plot as an exemple of Greene's “children”, she is merely a typi­
cal native, oriental girl, one of a childlike people in a country 
of primitive living conditions. On this basis, the novel could be 
considered as somewhat outside the scope of the present studp if 
it were not for the haunting memory of a child who is mistakenly 
fired upon. This dead child, lying in a ditch, reacts upon fowler 
as did the war itself, forcibly reminding him of the sins of bat­
tles visited upon its children.
^%tde iutra. p. 57, n. il.
33ga influence perhaps of Conrad who believed that infi­
delity to duty is the worst sin. jgg. gcobie, in The Heart of the 
Matter, and the “whisky priest" in The Power ..isid the.
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4. Ih# LlTlM
■ ■ ■ In »###$'# first play, Ths Livina morns. ^ a oontrovsrsial
production '!»;%#**# of artistic Writ sad thsologieal implications, 
sansral ratiswars hopad to find a signifiomt eontrlbntiom to son- 
tamporary d r a m a . 33' At,first glano* It may not.sdsm gsrmana. to ©nr 
pnrposa slnsa child sharsotnrs and significant shUdhood rafarcacas 
appear to hasn baan omittad, Honnvsr, a brief comment may throw 
light on Orsnna's msthod of handling painfnl situations, especi­
ally when thssa involve sannal passion, Rose PmAerton, the daugh­
ter of a Catholic mother and nma-Cathollc father, reared in her 
mother's faith, is involved in a love-affair with Miehaal tennis, 
a psychologist who is married emé much older than the girl he has 
seduced. Sue to the fact that after th# death of tWir only child, 
Michael, like gcobie, became discwtented, having nothing in eem- 
mom with his twpermmntal, nagging wife. Lihe many of Greene's 
main characters, lose takes her own life when involved in a moral 
d i l e m m a .  34 AltWu# barely twenty, she is too sophisticated in 
the ways of the world to be considered childlihe. The only con-
33%%% Dickinson, in "Lack of Love", Renascence. VI (Spring
1952), 167, maintains that it is a good play, fréderieh Lsmlay in
Trends in Teentieth Century Drmm (Lmcdon; Rockeliff Publishing 
Go., 1950), p. 143, claims it is badly written and has a distaste­
ful theme.
34in a snviaw of the play in John 0 'Lm#m*e„. Meekiy. May 1, 
1953, J. C. frewin wrote that this fierce, theatrical-cerebral 
debate, weighted by a sense of sin and charged with intensity, 
should have ended on the girl's fumbling prayer at the end of the 
.second seem Weause, nlthewgh the last scene does msolve the 
play, it seems an enti-elimen,
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ceivafele emmctlm with chllâtooi la the fact that hat waela, the 
crippled priest whe levee her deeply, cells her e child. He 1# 
also: reepemeihle for her receeree te pragpar hefere her deaths «he 
mmmm  .the Oer father ia a hahhlieg yereiee reeelled frem her eer- 
aery days ♦ ■ A» aha is. at ■' the. pcimtof. death,, it. is, materai. for her 
to here sakda am attempt at prayer, in the lest msmamt peaduq# re- 
callimg the rellgioe# traimim# of her mother, end also heedtmg the 
advice of her priest eaele,33 This helated recogeitiea of Bivime 
Mercy, albeit ie a fsmhlim# or fregemstary prayer, is characteris­
tic of Graeme's■Catholic characters.
: Bare we might smto seme similarity amd cemtrast betweem . 
The Itiviaa gesm amd Brishtsm geeh. fimhie amd hose have ie cam- 
mom the Catholic bachgromd, some religions training, and their 
erphamed state. In the,early work, ■ Pinkie is hameted by mmmsries 
of Mass, Genfeseien, and ehilAeod prayers, bet hwdened by expos- 
sere to an envieonment ■ of vise and crime, deprived of moral and 
spiritnel gnidamee, his aonl's salvntien is perilonsly,at stake.
33l% i# of interest to note at this point Greene's remark 
during an interview he gave concerning The Living .Bemn. reported 
in Joan Madden's article “With Crooked Lines* Greene's Living loomP, 
America. XC (March 6, 1954), 600. In general, Greene explained 
thafhi writes about situations that are eenmon, or universal, in 
which his characters are involved and from which only faith can 
redeem thm, though often the actual manner of redemption is not 
immediately clear, ■ They sin, and because this is important, there 
is a difference betmeen not confessing in fast and not being con- 
trite, and,the- eemplacent and the pions may not realise it." To 
the qnestion a# to whether or not Seobie, Pinkie, and Bose Penber- 
ton were redeemed, in the sense that even as life ebbs away, con­
trition may occur, . Greene^  mswered positively; “Tee, though go- 
deatntion is not the enact word. We swat be careful of our langnags. 
They have all understood in tW end. This is perhaps the religious
sense." (p. 601). Anther's italics.
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split stssmd t stwmsi'' tW  s U ff Ws# M * t##, -## ss# mst di*
restly told s*#t #sy' hss# hsppdmsd, - in t&s 'W#r .wss&, ■ m ss^eri# 
##è# i# drs*sti##d^#d (Att- th# tpWtnsl- d#d' t#sgs*#i fssts## wm 
vividip md Mimpsstiyd##isti#d,^  e'swsmt #* erisis'sisidW t# 
Ast of; Ms**#, dm#'%dd tW hmsfit of mosl' ssd''#ltitml^ ts y  
j|mpk#'&m pMsmg-mMW-sW tW '#m # pmy dst'Mr md mm htr of 
t&S' irnmssqomsm of' Ms 'offWo with Bsmis, fWy ssO 'smsotm d- 
dbmt #WMf hspMmot' both' i# tW ' sod #o #0MdUqr,' ' fbo oW lm iQ r
wtmm jWdWfL#Mk #  oomioiogiooi stodp sod auidadmjdm
m # drswmis ssq#c#oom i#'Omtds*osmy soeioty i# sot pmbsp# 
oo#wr#dmts1* omsm mmimiogly s&sm ohm bsppmo m you#* im 
##ssW W dffm m t to, ood smm sollom tsosods, opiritm i oslum, 
Momosm, io tbom fsstmss# s#wm tto mol bs# bogus tboos# tb# 
ornrssmm tb# sm l i f t  of #sem, tb# sososptim  ^of youth i#  sswpo 
pmosfully md poigumtly doidmtx "^soosm tio ostio# o#t msmbm.” #^
Osomo'o only otboo ploy wslsiood by osm to bo
#00 4  ^bis boot oosbo,^  dstoot ims tbo osofliot of foitb md 
oostbiy bsypioom tbtoot## iu^  bdo oouolo, fbo psotogooiot, Jsooo 
dollifOo, io m bngH#*  joomolfot obo, ot sMddlo dgs; is opioit*
bootoooo# fnhM  IMDTfi y# obo 0*0000 tbot
tbo boot #00 b# folio, folio to tbs Imoot fogrss, is tbo
oloO' to tbo- sbomstoo W' Mobio, tbo mooobdot- io fbÉÉMÂJbffk'"
p. 31, n. 15;
c* Mortiodolo, fbo MosM*A mn. %3P*
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ually and emotienslly withered. After eeeeeeeeefel eeeeieee with 
e ysyehletriet (j#t me Reee Peehertee'e were whee eh# reeelwed 
ee help frem Mleheel Beemie), he floelly diecevere the eeewer to 
hie weheppy exletence frm hie eeevert eeele, Father William Cal- 
llfer. Term between the conflict of loving God, under the dlree- 
tlen ef yather Calllfer, and net reaegmlelng the enletenee of God 
a# Ampreeeed upon him by hi# ratlenallet, athelatle father, he had 
apparently eonnltted enlelde at fourteen yeere of age. Father 
William, offering np hi# faith in retnm for the boy*a life, kept 
hi# end of the bargain, and then turned to drink a# aelaee during 
year# of eplrltnal aridity.
Ghlldhood reeelleetiona by the adulte aerve to unfold the 
story and throw light on characters, but Anne, James*# thirteen- 
year-eld niece, is the, pivotal, character, ghe is respmsible for 
bringing James heme to see his dying father and for smnnening Mrs. 
Potter, the widow of the gardener. This elderly woman, findie# 
that young James had han#d himself in the potting shed, had sent 
for her hnShand and Father Callifer. The latter, a fervent young 
priest who loves the hey, prays for his life, although the gardener 
and doctor are sure he is dead, when, forty years later, Mrs. 
Potter tells the prodigal James ebent the snieide episode and hie 
umcle's praynre, h# goes to Father William to have it verified.
The rewlt ef the interview is the splr^nal rescue of both James 
and his priest-unele. Anna, the independmst, precocious, even 
spiritually mature child (lihe some ether chiidren in Greene's
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novel#)* 1# dlreetly feepensible for Fethet Williem'e end Jeme#*# 
rehehilltetien; the fermer regain# peace of #oul, the latter, hi# 
hoyhodd faith. In dmne'a dmam, wherein #he everadnee her fear 
of the potting-ehed, we eenae that Jenna toe will evnraene hie 
own hitherto uoexplained fear of it, "Perhajp# if We [all] ap­
proach the potting-ehed, we [too ] night eee that , . , onr fear# 
are founded upon a ndewaderetwding, a fail#e to loch deeper into
reality.“38
In thia drena Which hj*gee upon the niraele of Jam##*# 
aplritnal recovery, a cctq^ len of thenlogical prohlène oonetltnte# 
the action: an atheietie father^  ^i# aeoretly affected hy the
3%illian J. Bewak, S.J., "The. Potting Shed, Maturation 
of Graham Greene'# Viaion", The Gathelic World, CIXIBVI (Becenher 
1957), 200.
Callifer'e corpse is criunated m he had reqwested, 
but hi® ashes which were to he strewn into a stensm (once pwre, 
hut now polluted by dye) are dropped on the ground, and scattered 
by a dog, perhaps a messenger of fate. It is possible that Crewe,
through this dog allegory, is either su(tgesti# that Pivine Preui 
dense intervenes to preunnt the possibility of the stream ever
beesming a shrine for future atheists, or questiomi*# whether the 
body w! e man like Henry Callifer will never be united with his 
soul. To date, several articles hav# discussed tW religious im­
plications of this play, e.g.. Father Martindale*# article (vide 
5HS3, p« 24, a. 51), and T, H, (pseud.), "'The Potting Shed* Pig- 
mentm Pidei”, The Dublin Review. CCSKXII (Spring 1958), 73, in 
which the autWr states that . .to construct a plot in which 
a single incident can make frauds of a sceptic md a priest, may 
be ertiatieelly alluring; it is unfortunately theologically false," 
Bather than pursue the issue any further, particulmly since it is 
outside the scope of this paper, it suffices to note that since 
Greene is writing as a novelist and dr&amtist, his works should 
perhaps be discussed in term of how well he artistically dram­
atise# his vision of life. Cf. JOhn P. Murphy, in "Letters to 
the Bditor”, The Tablet (March 1, 1958), 210, who also defends 
Greem as an artist, stating that the Isglisb author should not
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mupmmaturml recomry ef his son; a coiwerfc prlsst hstgains with 
God, "Tsh# swsy my faith, hmt l*t him iiwa”, aaatimms# to 
hi# religim is am Sfathatie way —  dawaid ef a faalimg #r saasi- 
hl# aapariamea af fai#*, y»t faithfml t# hi# yriaatly dmie#; a 
spiritually empty sea. Jams, whs mseWms his past and regains 
his love of God smd mam.4® All this prweidea the spiritual huild- 
img bloehs of the play, hloehs whleh asm surprisimgly arrmsgsd sad 
eammetad hy the imtalligsmt, truthful child, Ames,
That Gruaea's prmeeeupagiee with ehildheed eomtiuu## to 
he eeetes»orary is clear frem the emperieece ef Jams# la %h# Pst 
ties #hed. As a maladjusted imdiwidual in a wholly materialistle 
society, amd am imooemt victim of irreligious traimimg, he ex­
emplifies the half-eliws, uehappy mam whs tries to fled his way in 
life through tie services of a psychiatrist. By the grace of God, 
it is a child, immoseme im soul amd precocious im mimd, whose semsi* 
tivity is Werner thm the amalyst's imtelligemce. isseatial to 
the rmsoWiem of the plot im terms of tho soul's recoaciliatiom
he thought of as a thsologieu. With specific regard to the criti­
cism of The Pettime fhed. he says, the critics are theologically
preoccupied imetead of heieg oemeerued with art,
4®James smturus to his estramged wife,. able to love her 
for the first time. As Bewah suggests ie his article. Jamas, a 
symbol of the frustrating plight ' of #emtMth-ee#tury mam, long­
ing for peace and love of God, eventually attains this, so that 
for the first time fheene is eaying that the world could he a 
place of peace and hapyine##. #vil is still the way of the world, 
but love and.gyese are. the ways of God, end God's peser is in­
finitely mom active than the power of evil can ever be. Tha Gath-
G IWl, 313. p. 72.
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with end im mhmm It fimd» it# #md to the Atm# of th#
imfWt# *om####iom mmd pmtimmo# of God, fmm# It the imotrorntmt 
of gr#o$ im th# r##mi#m of mmol* omd moph#*, 1# th# rotmro of th# 
two prodlg#!# to thhlr Fothtr^ t homo, fh# 1# p#*h#p# ## elmor # 
dpAol of th# oetlvlty of # gomrdWm #m##l ## om# com fimf im 
modtrm lltorttwo.^Z,,, ■
from thi# omamimmtiom of th# m#t*riml im Gtotmo*# third 
period of mritimg, the oigmif i##moe of the role of the child to 
Groom#'# morel# he# perhep# heem clerified. Three telectiom#.
The, Meert. ef MftWi ?h# fmd of the dffeir, end 
fhpdf work# which hegi» emd end thi# period, #hwf the child either 
phyeiçelly preeemt emd meceteery to th# plot emd theme, or referred 
to rétro#p#otiw#ly im order to imdicete eerly caviroamcatal inf lu- 
emcee which hear directly wpom th# plot, %m th# other two work#, 
T W  TrMmf fTm Thf MmîE WMirmi childlike ##0h1#mce of
cherecter cometitwte# the m##t eppealimg feetwre of the heroin# 
im eech ceee; im th# former, the treatmemt of hoee Pemhertoe im- 
pliee that childhood emperiemce# are alee# to admit heheriowr.
jWmt Wmctioe, SaUkmmlSM 3: "Thom heat mad#
me for Ttyaclf, © Lord, and onr hearts arc rcitlcic until they 
rest in Th##,"'. Trans. F. J. Sheed ( N e w  York: Sheed & Ward, 1943).
The Peomr ..amd the,.,,Glory, whsm the fcgitiw# priest
secs Brigitte for the second and last tijos and fçarfnl for her 
, without protection -- she had no grace, no charm to plead 
for her”, he counsels: "You must take care of yourself hecauw
you are so —  necessary. The President up in the capital, #es 
guarded hy man with guns —  but, my child, you has# all th# angels 
of heaven (pp. 101-1O2),
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Bering ###m Aet Gr##me givmm A# child thsmetic mighlficame#, I 
shmll mow dioeô## th# oymtolic fmcti*# of th# child im both g##- 
CAl cmd mprncific wmym which giv# hi# wotW cmothor dimmm#iom.
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m m lfsia of chlld-ch#r#et#r# amd ehlldhomd «*-
parlmaces im Ala amrrmy of om# aapmct of 6r##m#*a mor# Important 
writings #h#m# that tfa# tension arAimg from adnlt-child «motional 
relationehipe i# baaie to his vieiom of life. In order to present 
this relationship as om# of earns# amd effect, parallelism in child- 
character# will he set forth, ^ amd am attempt will he mads to as 
tAlish a pattern of symholism in Graeme's work with regard to his 
rSenrrent Interest in childhood.
It would seem that A# role of the child has a three-fold 
sigmificamemx
1) M the symbol of innocent suffering, according to 
Greene's point of view as %it«*ss of tragic times",*
2) as the instrument of salvation —  (human agent in com- 
nection with the late repentance of am admit who is 
in some way respomsihl# for the child),
3) as the recipient of grace, illuminating the story with 
hope through the spiritual values which will enrich the 
life of the child amd hi# assoeiatms.
Since Cream# tells us that im his own childhood he had dis-
^id# infra the tabulated outlire. Appendix, pp. 108-116.
2 ■ ■ 
gt* sA-titi# fm rnostamme, 9 m m ;  P
Vi, Foreword, and vide imfrS. p. 91, n. 24.
7#
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covered life's “pattern" to include ", . , perfect evil walking 
the world where perfect goed can never walk agataf*,^  it ie not 
amiss to conclnde that this basic intelleetnal outlook is imag- 
imatively developed in hie works, Msreover, one stlght say that 
in the novels (and in the two plays) which really ccem to grips 
with contemporary prcblesm Greens implies a cause and effect re­
lationship*
In his essay, "The Burden of Childhood^ , he pursues this 
notion somewhat further wham he states that the influence of child­
hood environment on writers, especially mhappy ones, is important. 
"Unhappiness wonderfully aids the memory,"* claims Greene, and al­
though he wrote this in connection with Dickens amd Kipling, it 
applies not only to the imfleence of his own uAappy childhood or 
his creative development but also to his attitu# to childhood in 
his writings,3
Indeed, Greens*s children are "too sensitive and vulmrable",*
G^reene, "The lost childhood!*. The. Lost ChildMed and Other 
Kssms. p. 17, Attention should be drawn to the cessmmt of Atkins: 
"The connection of childhood enperienee with adult behaviour is 
nothing new. Where Greene goes further then other writers on this 
theme is his claim that the creative writer perceives his world 
one# smd for all in childhood , , . Gresme is a living refutation 
of the idea that the child must die before the adult cam emerge."
*"The Burden of Childhood", p. 75. Vide surra, p. 77, n. 3.
S^everal other selections in The Lest C&ildhood and Other 
Kssevs. as well as references in Jourmev Without Mans, reveal the 
indelible impressions made by his unhappy boyhood and school life.
A.
%esnet, Grehem Greene, p. 49. Of one such character.
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They ere net etroeg eeeegh to carry the heavy hurdeee pieced wpea 
their yew# mheeldere, and th#y either herdee into Imdlfferemee 
end hate, lihe Mhkle and Brigitte, or elee die, aa in the caee 
of Coral Pellowe emd Seohie'e Chtherime. (Death im childrea mahee 
me heeely erare of bow much emfferimg they eeoaped, by eoe*ari#o# 
wiA the other ehildrem im hie morke), geem the "whieby primat" 
as a child felt that life was too heavy for him. Despite a happy 
childhood, he was saddemed by the misery of the peoms mad developed 
a lifelong horror of poverty. Similarly, his fictive opposite, 
tha liemtemamt of police, hated poverty and oppression of the poor 
becsnee his own childhood had been a ccmhimatiom of smfferimg amd 
deprlvmkion. However, the lientemant's coo%assiwx for hnmssd.ty 
led him assy from God to iqhold Coimmmfsm as the nmiversal psma- 
cea, whereas the priest's compassion led him to gentleness, humil­
ity amd deeper love of God, To both, childhood was a pitifully 
wretched time, aa it was to Pinkie, Andrews, Jamas Callifer, and 
even Tench, ", , , who glimpsed his manhood in his father's waste- 
paper basWt
Atkhse qneries; iPhat is she, who is she? Another emample of 
Graeme's corrupted childboodst A symbol of snfferimg, abnsed, 
immecemt-cnm'worldly hnmemity? Gneh symbols eomstamtly ri^ nr im 
Greene's work. Be affects a deep horror for the condition of the 
child who is psychologically raped by our merciless society. He 
show# no sign# of what we term a 'child-lover ' but he seems to 
is^ lore ne to give the ymmg a chance. He, who is tesqpted so 
keenly by the a W t  vices, begs that the children shonld be left 
alone.b Graham Greene, p, 104.
Power amd the Glory, p. 9,
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Tbig type of lost childhood 1# also a cloa to other charaa- 
tar#, for mwmpW, Row and Hoohl#:
Thar# raamlam aotmAlng 1# tha# of tha hoy aaat adrift,
amdlaemly attaaytla# to racapture aad aa raliva tha 
past. cwWrao W  aar*W of Maamdarataadlog la a 
phraa# «hteh l#aWa# $*##» all, for It #a# Graaaa'# 
hayhood whlck dacléad hi# rlaa# ajboot reality. Thwe
ka* ÉHabMOUttttt htlt a HUtiitirllUE.®
Garal Maaher, Caraltaa %att, Mthal Marrea and Dr, Calaaar, aboard 
the "Orlea* &q*e#a", are llhaalaa yrodaot# of a lo#t ohlMkaod, 
Cowl, elA her thla plain plqeaat faea and «anil faatarea, 1# 
haaatad hy anaoriaa of her #eth#r%
, . ana# aM#m, amahaagla# a far nord# with a
Wlahbow,eW>ag##atadthat#hawaaoarryia#oB 
with her lod#*,*
Coral too, aapaolally haeaaaa aha maemé her Uwla# m  a ahora#
girl, la often thoeiht of aa halag 'looae', and . .at that no-
namt aha van her «other •“ Saïw, md laaaeaat of flrat-haad am-
parlanea In the vaya ef the world, aha had nafortnnately heen tmght
no «oral prlnalpln#,
#aeh early Alldhood eentaete end eaperlaneee vlth evil
me  apparently ee hayreeelendhle far Greene Aet thla inalght A
vital to We  portrayal of Alldren. They are tha Innooant anffer-
ara A  a mlvarae #van over to aAfel n m . ^  Coaaaqeaatly, Creene'a
edalA am A  general the elaaera, md hla ehlldrm ere ehwya vlc-
Rrayhroohe, "Grehm Greme m  Critic", Tk Cmnoamal
Llf (Jhly 6, mi), 3i3.
Dnpmaa. p. HI,
^^ Ikthlna eenelnde# that "Tha eorreptlen of ehlldrm hm el- 
vaya hem for Greene the najer nrll," #T1IT#r f* W *
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tlms. Bevwthelesa, Oreene*® 'sinners* ere constmtly èwere of 
their guilt, being pert Ally reminded of it by theee pitiAl, eof-
Aring children, #o that oven A  their solf-eondeanetioO, ,
' ' ' 11the sinoere grme for love A  Ae midst of eelf-hete." The
child sO the vlctA of evil mm, yet mconecionsly on instrument
of selvetiom to thsm, constitutes the enl#ee of CNreene'e child
portreite. Children suffer, emd thi# feet give# men eomeAing to
think ebout, "It wee like the hint of am exqplaeetion —  too feint
to be grasped."^ %i# conetmt Atereecting of childhood Wth
eAlt liA A  e cherecArAtic device emd would appOer to support
the cosclnsion of e critic who stetOs:
There ere sigmifAemt AAts A  tA themes end cherec- 
terAetions of Greeme whAh cwter eroumd thm fumde- 
mental conflicts. Arolved A  the problem end tA mys­
tery of s i n , *3
In at Aest four of Greene's major worA tA child fume- 
tioms as tA syebol of iemoeent suffering: in Britton hock. FAkA
^4*omes À. Uessmmr, "Grehem Greene: tiwrery ArtAt Ad
PhilosepAr-TAologim", TA BomlAtA md Pastoral : Aview. Will 
(Arch 1958), 384, Vsemeer likens thA to , . tA peredon that 
God A  psycAlogicelly cAsnr when theoAgiçelly smst remoA , , , 
tAt A  why hA [Greene's] sAwre strive wd move to love Him."
4^fA Aert of tA Matter, p. 125. This sentence occurs 
A  connection with A"bA'S AfActiAS A  tA Aeth of tA Aip- 
wreeksd girl, kllott end Farr A  msA thA coenmnt A  tA situe- 
tiA* "FsobA's thought sollloqsy of universel posse posed A  tA 
suffering of e child may suggest tAt Greene's messAe i* tknt e 
child's suffering may A  tA opportune msems of tA parent's sal- 
vetion (where) evil A  made to do tA work of good," T A  At of 
Greene, p. 236.
^^essmsr, TA BomiAtic and Pestsyel AvAw. LFIII, 386,
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and Ann, both A  thnir t««ns; to Thn Fewer and th# Clow. Anita, 
Brigitte, Coral and tA Indian bey; to TA Naart of tA Mat tar. 
CatArtoa, All, BAArtnn amd tA torpadoad ehildrem; to TA Bad
of tA Affair. Farhis's hay. We eemld asaiga to this group an earl*
tor and a later work ehieb also show Greene's preoeeupatiou with 
suffering ehildhondi Adrena, to TA Man Within, and Janes Calli­
fer to TA. ...gotttog. lAdt are hanntnd by tA sAAu of evil hover­
ing over them stoee sAlAsod. TAir maawrtoa are painful ones, 
as am all early reeolleetions to Crewe's adult cAraotera, ex- 
eept perhaps to Arthur tout to TA. Mtototrw Fear. Roue's al­
lusions to reading to ehildhood, "uAre them were no painful 
memortoa", nay A  a nostalgie referenee to a period of earefree- 
mss and imoeense.
TA child as tA toatruemnt of aalvAien is sAtly but sig­
nificantly drenatined to t A m  uorA* For enample, to TA Auer
end tA Glory. Brigitte, u A  is tA ugly, searing syAel of tA
Axiom priest's sin, a living sear, perAps liA tA soul of tA 
priest to Cod's eyes, remorsefully stimulâtes him to reneued and 
deepemd love of Cod md mmfctod. Coral Felloes reinforces this 
love uAm, liA a dmghter, sA ministers to his needs and comforts 
him to As flight, md is a beneficent image even in his dreams.
BA is tA mtitAsis of Brigitte to her devotion to and concern 
for tA priest, to her eharn and goodneaa of mind and heart, as 
tA soul of one who has grace to God's eyes. Coral had tA mater­
ial advantagea that a child should have, but tAre is mo indication
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that hat adnéattoa inala&ad a haowlàdga of tA suA^oatoral. 0m 
tA level of aatnral vtotm##, sA was lovable, unepoiled, pradamt, 
gAevoae, and im worldly affairs, Shewed fortitude amd eompetemee 
Ayoad her years. fAse qualities are Aet exemplified by tA 
care @A gave to her paxAt# amd her imetAt reeogmitiom of some­
thin sAred sAet tA priest. TA Aty first-to save him from 
his pwremsA, sA seem# to A  tA smAdAsA of natural virtue 
which'grAS'c.«9t transform'-to-sanctity.
TA hope iApired in tA priest by Coral's protection 
Ai#tens tA spiritual anguish wAeh A  nmdergees whenever A  
sees and renesArs Aigitta, Remorse inpeto him to offer hi# 
soul for her eternal pease. It is possible tAt t A m  two chil­
dren, w A  are so vividly contrasted, have eemplemAtary roles to 
play.^ * Coral was evidently a baptised Anglican, end is portrayed 
as a virtuous child safeguarded A  a respectable family environ­
nent; irlgitta, a baptised GatAllc, laeA access to tA sacra­
ments as ehamsels of grace; both are tostrmssntal in tA priest's 
decision to sacrifice his hope of eternal pease for Brigitte's 
salvation. Ar Aigbtened portrait, atoorswlly unshildliA both 
physically end morally, is a deliArate contrast to that of Coral 
yellows, TA plight of Aigitta is MrAps totended to A  a sym-
*^Karl PattA, 'TEA Btrneturn of 'TA Power and tA Glory'", 
Modern 'fiction ■ Btudies. Ill (Antnne 1957), 228, staAs tAt coral
and Brigitte ", , . both retain an odd tonaeensa, something primal, 
under the fast-growiu# sAll of tAir early -weturity, that corre­
spond exactly to - a AddA and harbored inmoeenee, which is ulti- 
AA l y  tA source of his (tA priAt's] AlvntiA,"
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bol of tb# #eul'# dfomity through mortal oie, - iueh, em eoul# 
iatotf rot,, was. tha ■. aoal of ' tha prlaat «tll, by ■ eoatrltloa - and • a*- 
piatloa through aaffaria#^  u#il finally, to apito of A# fnar of . 
pain Ad hla onne# of nnwortAnA#, A  w A  glvA tA graA of a 
Artyr*# dAth*^ TA parAA of tA prodigal #A and tA oon- - 
vnraiA of tA pAltant thinf^ eoA A  And A  tA oliAn of tA 
moral: tA atoasmamt of tA %hiaky primat" anAtoatA la tno Ata 
of AAla cArlty hl# aArlfioA of oArAl ApplAaa fA tA 
salvation of his ill-Agottam child md hla foragoiag a final 
chaaee of aaca# vhA A  tnmad back to Aar tA dying crimiAl'# 
confnaaiA, It would appear that only in this way could it A  trua 
that, A  OA critic says, "tA *whi#A priast* ra-enacts tA pA- 
•ion of Ghriat" by of faring up Ms life that otAra « y  A  redaened.
It la apparent that tAse two children, Aigitta and Cord,
■ eg-
r. :Sip 1SA,.,-f9wer.. amd.....tA... Glorv. p* 285: Aim' smther com- 
dndn# tA A A  of tA  martyr Jnsa at tA moment wAn tA prieet 
is.; executed.. in rmsponae to tA hoy # qneatlon, "And that mm 
. * . they ehot toAy. Wae A  a hero toof* SA replies tA t 
? A  wA::One. ef 'tA martyrs of tA Church . . of course, AfoA 
we know that A  is a saint, t A A  will have A  A  miracles , .
I think . . . I sAll A  able to get a relic*" (AtAr's italics)*
ta
"TA hunted priest actually alludA A  tA penitent thief
wMlO: Aaring tA confession of tA dÿing Amsricm criminal at ■ 
wAse urgent snnnoA A  had feregone a last chanceto : escape ;
"You Alieved once. Try and umArstand —  this is your chance*
4t tA last uMssmt. LiA tA thief." When tA dying man fails 
to Mspond# tA priest "... hurriedly whispered tA words of 
conditional aAolutio% in ease, for erne second Afore it crossed 
tA border, tA spirit Ad  nepenAd — Ibid*, ee. 254-255.
h. W. s. Tff Fffimii ?irY#r 313,
pe 40 #e 30e
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hot only appear a# agant* "f i&a plot, but «gntbollcally aet a# 
inatmeaot# of hla Salvation. Coral saved Wbe priest from his 
pnrsusrs and than A  was À  A  to smat tA Alf-casA Aoaght 
h A  to tA fAally nonsdsd "gtingO" to whom A  gave Asolntion;
A  tA rtoh of his own llA, A  strove to save a man from dying 
withont making hA peaoe with God, AigitA, A  identifying h A  
aa At father, prevented his captwrn A  tA llentenaot*a man* A  
loved these two ohildipén, tA one, with a noASlly human emotion 
of affeetlon and gratitude; tA otAr, becSAe Of Ar pbyaieal and 
spiritual Alformity^ A  mads a superhuman effort A  lave, 8A 
was tA lAAg #qa*ol of hit sA, a wreteAd miA of hàménity for 
w A A  exAtenae and Salvation A  A#w A  w A  rosponsAA.
TA struggA over tA ArdAS A  tA path of hA liA A  
intensif Ad by tA plight of otAr pitiful children whom A  fro- 
qneatly eneonnters, bet tA bitterness A  mitigsAd A  tA fact 
that they too are AstrunsnA A  tA econcey of XNLvine Providence: 
through t A A  wrntcAd AAtence and tA still morn A A Ü A 8  moral 
hassrA of t A A  environment, A  Asms tA heed of compAA aban­
donnent A  tA AfiniA Love of God, as a oAld truSA in tA pro* 
tAtion of a fAAr and mother. TA sA-year-old 4niA, bur Ad 
without prayer; tA ilAgitinate and bitter littA Cater Aa; tA 
dead Indian boy; and A A  —  all indirectly increase the prAst's 
remorA. They apAar at erneA1 poAts A  hA flight, so that A  
cA never fAgSt w A  Ad wAt A  A. TAy fAtlfy Ad Atewify 
tA positions Ad fActions Aid by Aigitta and Coral. A  tA
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on» »id», thnr# »r» tAmn iH» nitoit our Çympatby Ad némirntion; 
Corel Pnlln»#, ànitn Ad  th» Adlan boy. ThnA thrén AighAo tA 
patAS ainoa tAy dla in tiA aonraa of tA àtory, A  if Gréan» can 
only in this w»y #n*n then from »uf Aring a Ardld Ad many A- 
imtAcn* A  tA otAr #iA, tAra ara Aigitta, CAarina CwA 
pÀallal# bar in typa), and tA taunting Aom# of ehildrnn W A  
mock Padra JoA in Aa concAinaga, an "cbjnctiwa corAlatlwa" for 
wrntcAd and pamicloua anpnriancn# to whicb cAldrA am nnpoand. 
TAir pligA i# truly tragic, nroking pity ncd horror* to ana than 
aurviA in a godlnaa ataA ia A  raaliaa tA tragic waaA involwad 
in auch an nniatanc#. gach child could A  viOwad aa a potential 
anarchiat, another Pinkie of ffightlM "TT?! A  by a miracle of 
grace, a aAnt-ln-tA-mahing# liA Parkle'e bay in TA A d  of tA 
and Arne of TA Pottipg (HAf* Thoee wAae oAly AatA oc- 
cur in TA..Power and tA Glory. rOadnd its of TA Aert of tA Mat- 
Ar^ where AAle'a dead daWAAr Catherine ia pictured in tA 
white drees and veil of First Cceenntioo — , tA symbol of Imsoeence 
Ad readiness for HeewSn.
dmong all these children, Luis is unique. LiA Aigitta 
and tA cAms of littW mockers, A  could haws had an unnatural 
and unsupernatural child ÜA. Aowing up in tA miAt of corrup­
tion and wiae, A  enpresAd his reactioats A  adniration of tA 
lieutenant and scom of Aligious AroA. But A  vas ApresAd 
by a mimela in tA  Aory of JuA, read to him by his pious mother, 
and tA discovery of a uA ideal to replace tA lieutenant's flashy
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eqwag# and pewar, ayAAoutoed with th# axadwtion of the #^hl#hy 
priant" who wow Aaomaa aa Aj#ct of vanaratioa* % a  tramafomaa- 
tioa from a yooag Aoffar to A  ardaot ally of raligioa ia co*" 
plaAd whaa Imia ar&aaqwaatly wloomaa the aaw priaat aa a worth­
ier Aro thA tA liawtAAt with Aiform and Aapona A d  ever 
haea* TA youag martyr JuA of fietiA, tA falAriag but net 
faithleae prient ia real life. Ad  tA brave new priaat of tA 
future are previdAtial iaatrwemnte ia eaviag Aie from Aiag a 
vietA of eorrwptioo and anarchy.^ Wia eeeme A  A  tA liA A- 
twoA Coral Ad Brigitte, a eharAter w A  polariaea all Apecte 
of ehildhood ApioAd ia tA novel, A  A  ia evAteally eaved frA 
tA brAd. A  way perAA A  iaArpreted as a aywbol of tA 
aaawar A  tA prieet *s prayer for Brigitte wAn A  la cAverted 
by a miracle of grace. While we eaoaot Aew wAtAr tA priaat*# 
aacrlflee for Aa lalvatiA of hie natural dawghtar will A  effi- 
cAiewe, A  do fAl that, indirectly, all thaee children are in- 
atrmaeate of ealvatioa for tA priaat himself. Coral Fellows and 
Brigitte made him aware of hi# aim, and perhaps,Aie' reawakened 
faith aad piety forAhadow Brigitte's salvation as well as his own.
Bo such eo#er@ble symbolism is to A  found in TA Aert 
of tA Matter, ss children stm not as aumerieally or significantly 
present. HevertAless, Catharine's image, a parvasiA influence.
Similar dramatic episoA eeenrs in TA End ef tA Af­
fair, where Barkis 'a bw is eared, end by implication, converted,
as a rnsnlt of mading oA of Bar A'# boo A. It was a book sA 
has need before her 'lost childhood', when .sA was still a Cath­
olic.
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motlAta# almost svsty mows (bat ScObls mAsa* Ala 1# A t A A  
todloatiA of Graeas*# totsllaetual attltudsj oamely, that tA 
spiritual nasA of tA Alld w A  iS probAly tA most important 
fAtor in out diatAAd soaiaty Srs At g i w  auffieiant Atautloa. 
All AildAu in Gr#Aa?s worA ISok Aund, systamatie Spiritual 
traiuia#; epnsaqu*stly, tAy ars Uumrsm of or ApAparSd A  fat# 
moral and spiritual Asards. A causa and efAct rslationShip is 
olaarly disesrnlbA fA, in ausry aaSa, swurriad life is SitAr 
comptoAly mraoAd or is a ursAhsd aniSAuca in tAt t A A  is A  
lovs or fiAlity Ad mo grsoe or Alinsss, for SmamplS, Pinkia's 
marrlaga, #SrA MlAS's, dCAia*#, and tAt of MieAal Aonia,^^
If marriad lifa, lovslAss or eouplsAly brOAn up/ is tA 
aociologioal framswork of Grssma's Ajor moAls and his two plays, 
tA thsol^ieal basis sessm A  A  tA Systary of Infiuita Arcy 
for sinful mam. Of tA fiA priests w A  appear in his uorA —  
BriAton Aek. TA  Fonar and tA Glorv. TA Aart Of tA MatAr. 
T A  Liwina Roaau Ad TA PAtimr #Ad —  mAh alludes to tA im- 
compAhensihle monder of MVime Love.^ ® In view of this recurrent
^®TA marriage of Michael Demmls amd his wife ermshled 
after tA death of tAir Aly sAld, w  apparently w A  tA ease
of Bcobie and Louise, Msmry sad Bar A  Milas had mo sAldree,
Ad tA priest im grishbA Reek rsAmde PimMa's youog midoe
that sA mill have a grave responsibility toward her mborn 
child. ; ^
0®Qreeme is perhaps stressiA #t. Paul's Aaching on tA 
artery of God's love end grace through Christ as tA Head of tA 
l^tieal Ady, Cf. gpAsiAS. HI, 18-19 Ad psssAM ^May you
and all tA saints A  enAled to naasure, in all its bAsdth and
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t'bmm, «igmiflemtly «m# appropriately aeyteeeed by a priaet, it
le poeelbla to may that Greem# ie maklag tfcie «yetery the focal 
point of hie viaion of life. Be sees eomtemporaty life ee am em- 
letemoe in vhich m m  became corrapted* hie eoml vithete emd dice, 
mleae aaimted aad eaetaimed by grace.
the imocemt child amd the matmre child typee appear at 
etrategic mceemte at agente of Divime Pravidemee, for each ie am 
inflmemee im the ealvation of a eoml. Amma,*l the niece of Jamea 
Callifer, im pereietemtly folleeing her “vow of troth»* which aha 
had taken for a week in protest agaimet the lies of her elders, 
brings James to see hie dying father, Mrs. Potter emd Father Wil­
liam, so that he attains peace of eoml wham he learns the truth 
sheet himself, gomethimg like Coral in that she is matmrally vir- 
tmoee emd has had a good nphrimging, she is, hawewer, more than 
jmet am example of *wiiaa matnralitar Christiana* , he a recmrremt 
figera, the preeocions child of mom-Cathelie, even agnostic parents, 
dnw semes to be am Image of intelligence amd inmeeamee (apparently 
miracnloeely preeerred) both of which provide the ideal fommdation 
epos which grace cam build. 1er gnalitiw Imprest the reader more 
than her actions amd speech, for she is smwmihat of a sprite in
length and height amd depth, the love of Christ to know what passes 
hmowladge. May yon be filled with all the completion God has to
give." (Knox Version).
little child, im her simplicity and faith, starts Jamas 
md all the admlte towards trnth. ghe follows her heart and her 
commoa sense." Beckman Cottrell, "Second Timm Charm: The Theater 
of Craham Greene", Medarm Fiction, gtwdies. Ill (dmtsmm 1947), 254.
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her aymp&rllk# end enehœfelng api^ aeance, eewhow a hovarlag awpar- 
aafcaral.or angelic preeemc#,**
Barkis'# hey im The Bad of the Affair^ who, mmder the 
sinister iaflmemee of hie materialistic father could only have 
am unpromising future, ie providentially delivered from a life­
time of spying, eamsdropping, and shadowing in connection with 
sordid extra-marital affairs* âlthosgh not obvionsly an instru­
ment of grace and salvation to.others, emeept perhaps to his father 
who ie humhly overcome hy Sarah's apparent power over the hoy, the 
youth is rather the object of grace, hevimg recognised something 
in iarah which the others did met (except possibly gmythe), he 
calls to her in his delirium and asks for a memento of her. He 
believes in her goedm### so strongly that he is better the fellew- 
ing day. The fact that his belief is so sincere,- and that he is 
s#se%uantly cured, leads others to question tW meaning of this
Mart indale. The Mmth. XK, 239, who mays that àmm 
is an "indeiendeat-atttdei child ... yet mver is a child." 
Author's italics. Tide eumre. p. 24.
**Drsule Spier, "Mslodrmm in Graham Greene's 'The tnd of
the Affair"*,. Nsdete liction.i.tuMes» III (Antumm 1937), 233, writes
that although the main pursuer is Parkis, the private detective, a 
variatim im teehnigue i# the twelve-ymer-eld hoy: "Greene has 
used the presence of a child in much the same way in The Power and 
the Glory." Without further explmation. She asserts that "... 
the hoy is a grotesque, imheddgd in the eerdideees; he is a side 
issue, perhaps, but supplies here a gothic element of melodrama."
(p. 23#). Howeinir rcmantic this may be, it need not be a grotesque 
element, except for these who would reject the supernatural. Rather 
than "a side issue", the bcqr may be a concrete Illustration of re­
vealed truth: "Unless you turn and teccnmi like little children, 
you will not enter the kis^dom of heaven." .Ofatthew. IV2X1, 3),
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mysterWs# power* îtaythe is led to rsnswes ratioaallw, while 
ths mthsist, Mssris# Bssdsi*, mo lomgor doShts ths ssistssoe of 
Cod, All three, Besârlx, Jaythr smd the hoy, ere ehsegsd hy con­
tact with tarah, jest 'a# hnis was changed hy contact with the two 
priests in l&e Ammr smd the Clorw: Andrews; throng hnewing end 
lowing Eliaahath, in The Wan, Within: end Father Willi»- end Jame# 
Callifer, i^ron|0& WWs psrspieseity end eenrs# of Amen, in & &  
Fottims #hed.
Child symbolism dees net appear to he an artifice or a 
casnal literary device with Creenn# The iawge may not he alwegre 
clearly or comseiensly articnlated, hnt his creative imagination 
is focneeed on a picture of an age where children are made to hear 
the hrwat of vice and crime. Child figure# occur in a pattern 
which appears to he a gowernis# principle in each of the works 
discussed. They not only illustrate the consequence of adult in­
difference to spiritual wnlmes, hut also serve as an «objective 
correlative" for the author's deep eomeern shout the plight of the 
child in our tragic war-torn era. This exploitation is for Greene 
a sysptom of moral malignamey; the 'umwantedness' of the child. 
Therefore, in his works, the violence of adult behaviour in the 
world at large is reflected in the child-world. What should be 
most importent to man, the primnsy of the spiritual, is given least 
interest or neme at all. Alien children are diseased - end starved, 
as were the Msnicans, whereas 'our sun' children are uneared for 
and exploited, as we see in Pinkie, because of negligent parents;
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Coral Pelle##, becao## of io#ffloi#mt para##; and Parki#'a mother- 
leaf bey, ahoee father'# eel# imtareet wee $# the. material eomforte 
of - life. A# ■ 'iameeemt# * caeght ; in a great turmoil, : they met oaly 
reveal the tragédie# of the leode they live in,■ bet of the world 
ta.geeerel,** - . - -
the child who ie epiriteally orphemed appear# to be the 
epwhol of a decaying civilieetion which ie apparemtly the dieae- 
tree# image Qreeme ham of our brutal, materielietic, eceptieal aad 
indifféré# poet-war world*4^  The corruption of modem eoeiety is 
focussed in the child, end since Green# seems to be a committed 
writer, he uses children to convey his moral smaning. The children 
serve to enlsrgs upon Greem's. concept of a sinful world, where 
the gravest error is willful ignorance and lack of desire to know 
and believe in God, They also aid Greene to stress the fact that 
since-;the Pall, man is easily capable of si#; comseqwently, life 
is painful and unhappy, bees this mean that Greene is siying life 
is 'purgatorial* in that the temptations wn are subject to must be
^Hsmce the sub-title of a french essiys Paul kostenne, 
Graham Greene, ttooin des temps tregignss (Paris* Julllard, 1949).
^^uch has been written of Gmem's 'spiritual wasteland' 
view of life and erring behaviour of mankind, pro#ting critics 
to link him with Bliot, md to -view his works as morality plays 
end medieval allegories, sweh as gverrman, gf. A. A.^  DeVitis, 
"Allegory in Brighton Rock"; Herbert t*-.-Haber, "The Two Her Ids 
of Graham Grwne"; Robert 0. gvanm, "gnistentialism in Greene ' s - 
'The Quiet -dmsrieen'"; and Beckman .«* - -Cottrell, ; %ee«md. Time- 
Charm* The Theater of Graham Greene". All tWse essays appeared 
in .Wedern.Pie.tiSm .Studies. Ill (Antwsm 1957),'219-284. This is- 
swe is a iqwposim on Apsene,
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ovwcom# in ordst to attain the happinaa# of ataraityî^ ^
Thara ie oma other aepaet to Graema^ e point of via# of tha 
child to eoaeidar, in hddltioa to the child epaholieiog or giving 
parepactiva to the troubla of our eociaty, the child also rapro- 
eanta qualitia# preeaat in adult charaetare ae wall. Childhood 
to Chaana ie uot alw## haead up# a chrooologicai division, hut 
on a spiritual, moral and Smotioual laval as wall. His childrsm, 
in their 'ihnseansa lostf, are sftsa vailsd hy a hind of worldly 
pracoeity, just as his adults arc oftSo childlike in thair physi­
cal appaaranca and huhaviosr# Graans sasws to saa ths child in 
the adult —  an easy pray to sin, and ths adult In the child -- 
psroaptiva, rasponsibla, indapwdant and suffdring in ths smrnnar 
proper to adults. Sslen Bolt, Coral Mwhsr, Rose »d Pinkie, An- 
drees, Rase Peuherton and Phuoug, all have traces of the 'child* 
in them, %*er#as Coral Fellows, Brigitte and Anne CalliAir are
■ ■ Odt
'gesmeth lohf recognises that although Greene's view of 
life is primarily <me in lAieh evil predemioates, it has led him 
to believe that life is also good, i.e., a "soasept of hell be­
fore heaven." The. Catholic florid. CIXXIII, 197 . The Mexican 
priest had also told the peasants before- celebrating the Mass:
"One of the F#hsrs has told us . « , that Joy ahMge depends on 
pain. Fain is part of Joy. We are hungry and then think of hew 
we enjoy our food at last . . . That is why I tell you that there 
is heaven here: This is a part of heaven, just as pain is a part 
of pleasure." Bte asks that they pray so that Asy swy suffer more. 
The Power and the Glory, p. 86, C£. Christopher Hollis, Books on
Trial. XL, 421, who clai» that Greene's work , has aroused 
three fairly distinct controversies”, amd that the third view,
. . his conception of man does raise an interesting point of 
Catholic theology. Both the coemwm and the ortheden view is that 
man ie indeed born in sin . . . But , . * some Protestant theologians 
... have claimed that with his apparent view of the utter deprav­
ity of mam his theology is more a Lutheran than a Catholic theology."
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beyoad tbeir year#. Aapact* of chiidbood #$#m to axtdnd 
tbrdughbut our whole life apae, med therefore, in thi# eeneè, we 
ere ell to be pitied, end nded to be tewgbt. Pwheye it ie by 
reason of eueh ohildli&n qnalitie# in these ehsreetere —  a long­
ing for love and security, inability to cope with diffiSnlties, 
lack of independence —  immature eheraeteristics, which proevt 
critics ts assert that creSne always sympathises with the weak.^ ^
Greene deals #cesSiweiy with the notiw of iSnoeenoe, not 
ohly the moral Innoeeuce of children, but thS siepliéity or guile- 
les^ss of all who have not full or entire knowledge, ewerenees, 
and eonseiousneee of good and evil. %t is this trait of child­
hood prolonged in young adults which tempts and appeal# to men, 
and yet directs or redirects them beck to faith and love of God, 
Graeme's unhappy men and wsmes stretch, somStimes unsmeres, their 
hands toward the throne of Grass, their arms Invisibly #beld by 
a force so weak as hardly to be perceived, as a dyimg child to a 
mother.^ ® Ms children of "deadly knowingness" are the ones who 
guide wen, smd perhaps through this, Greene is saying that only in 
a state of trusting childlike simplicity will we be able to abmn- 
don ourselves cemplsitely to neeepting amd believing the truth about 
the existence and lev# of God,
27Cf. F. %. Connolly, Renascence. IF, 122; Kenneth LOhf,
The Catholic World. CIXXIII, 198; Hadaule, Graham Greene, p. 384; 
Word, Cross Currents. I (kinter 1951), 45.
®®Madanle, Graham Greene, pp. 26#, 384,
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That Cam* eallad phlloaophieal aulclda la, la fact
far Greasa, the purification of the specifieally adult 
intelligence. Conversion amounts to this —  a narra­
tive rendering of the Chrietim injunction: be ye 
therefore ae little children.
R& #, g. Lewie, the geuvtm meviep. XIX. 71. Tide ifdke.
AppendiK, pp. 108-116, a synoptic table-of :chllibood-adult-relatloa- 
ehip# eleeeified on the basis of discussion in this study.
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the preeedluf chapter# her# offered emme illeetretloee of
the reewrre&t thcem of childhood im selected writings of Orehem 
Greene. The purpose of this examinâtlost was to show that the role 
of the child or childlike character ie integral to the artistic, 
social, moral amd, to ace# extent, the religions walvms in these 
works. The hooks selected were classified in groups representing 
three phwes of the author's attitude toward the concept of lost 
childhood: youth "sped to damnation" through lack of moral guid­
ance; young persons forced to grow up in an anti-religious atmos­
phere, in moral chaos and physical degradation; and the more op- 
timiatie and mature writings in which a miracle of grace turns the 
child toward his spiritual deatisy, fTlkr The Fewer and
the Glory, and The Xnd.of. the Affair are, respectively, exemples
of the three ways in which Greene dramatises the plight of youth 
in tW modern world. ^ It is not too much to say that the tensions 
in his "esthetic of crime and horror" derive from the use of chil­
dren as sy#ols of tragedy in the "guropean mightaiere of corruption 
and doom."^
p. 22, n. 47.
Z^ahel, in O'Coumor's Perms of Modern Piet ion: "Every
95
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6r#em'# thrillers, novels end plays have direct relevance 
to the tie* in which they were written, the period of "whole her- 
harism"^  between two world wars. His use of horror in exploring, 
depicting and objectifying evil is coenterpeimtèd by the sad spec­
tacle of the young whose innocence Is emploited or corrupted and 
whose snperaatnral welfare is thereby imperilled. We might in#ed 
ask if Greene is not deliberately pointing to the words of Christ 
about those "that shall scandalise one of these least little ones.**^  
If this be so, the child figure serves to carry the import of 
Greene's moral pereeptions, his moral indignation against an age 
in which "crime . , . has becme the symptom of a radical lesion 
in the stamina of hsmamity Although Norton fabel males me refer­
ence to children as one of the etiological factors in Greens'a ex­
ploration of "evasions, fears and regressive panic", he provides 
an insight into the major purpose behind our author's "popular and 
einmsatic effects" when he notes:
The identity Greene's heroes pursue is the selfhood 
of a conscience implicated in the full mystery smd 
terror of their matures . . . and it is because he
has its esthetic of crime and horror, its attempt to give form to 
its special psychic or neurotic climate. Bo age has imposed greater 
handicaps on the effort than ours." (pp. 288-9),
I^hid.. p. 290. gabel adapts an epithet used by Henry 
James: "Greens, facing a 'whole barbarism' equal to anything in 
history, has undertaken to redeem that dilapidation from the stu­
pefying mechanism and inconsequence to which modem terrorism has 
reduced it."
ÏVIII. s; n, *i; M s .  m i ,  2.
&abel, Modem., yictiom. p. 289.
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sustains a diaWctie bstwesn ths oblivion of natural­
ism and ths absolut# tests of moral selfhood that 
Green# has brought abo# one of the most prwdaing 
collaborations be ween realiem and spirituality that 
■ have recently: ap#ared in fiction, ■. saving his work ■ ■ 
as meeh from ths squashy hocus-pocus or meehmieal 
contrivance of tM emmon thriller as fr«m the.di­
dactic ssuetimeny of conventional religiosity.®
In ths light of this stetemeut, sue may perhaps conjec­
ture that Greens has given strategic hqpertsnse to children for
several rueseus* They function prominently in "the eollaboration 
between realism and spirituality" simee they supply or enhance the 
spiritual values of the work in question, for the tensicms arising 
from the sharp contrast# between good and evil involve the lot of 
ths children in a world of moral aaarehy. Nereovsr, the unique 
appeal of children is heightened in Greene by unusually pathetic 
circumstances. Ths use of childtood imnocence intensifies the hor­
ror of adult evil and mirrors it. (&ildheod is such a contrast to 
adult evil, smd the very contrast intensifies as well as reflects 
the evil to which it is contrasted smd by which it is injured.
It is also possible that he relies #on the ecmpassieu his child 
world evoke# to provide relief from the sombre, sordid adult ex­
istence that he depicts so powerfully. Êseapt fer some grim de- 
seriptiems, for exanyle, the appesvaace of the "Sssstise" in The 
Power and the Glerv. there is little if eey humeur in his work.
The use of children, as if they were in this world but not of it,
contributes ironie eentrast and balance to the seedy, satsnie life
«üüâ.. p. 2S3.
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which victimises them.
We have see# that Graeme's preotcmpatlon with ehildhoei 
dates from his own boyhood and adolescence*' The snbseqnent re­
alisation that evil pervade# the world has apparently haunted him 
threekbont his writing career, Ae he became more end mere ewer# 
of ernelty temnrd# end enpleitetien of the yoeng, this tregie eitns" 
tion tended to represent for him the fate of children in general 
as victims' of the sins of their:elders. The adult ", . . hnews the 
import of his acts end knows where they are leading him”,® but the 
child becomes acquainted with or is lured into wiehednese by the 
enemple, the sunning, the irreeponeibillty or the morel apathy of 
those who purport to be Ghristians. He shews that tWse who sur­
vive unhappy, even trewmetie experiences in early life are apt to 
be exposed to emotional end moral ruin as adults. Geveral critics 
have pointed out autobiographical Implications in Greene's child 
psychology end hewn noted how his youthful experiences have con­
tributed to the development of his critical powers.^  Because his
^Tide sunra. pp. 4; 22; 58, n. 15; 77. #. Rosteuns, jggg-
hem Greene, p. 195. The French critic, defining the 'message* of 
e, writer- ee- "the summary of the hmmee eignifieenee end value of 
his worW, observes: "The psychological source of Greeners message 
is his fundamental sensibility and the grave wound# it received at 
tW critical period of adolescence."
%allace fowlie. Guide to Contesmerexv Preneh Litereture
(Hew Ï0?h: Neridlen Peeks, 1957) ; "In ancient tragedy, the sinner 
was ueeoneeioue of the full meaning of his deeds end of his fate. 
But 'in the ehereeters of Greene and Bemanss, as im these of Dos­
toevsky, tragedy has become specifically Christian because tW 
einmsr knows the Ixyort of his sets and knows where they are lead- 
ing him." (p. 18G).
%ostenne seems to stress this mere than other critics.
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ehlM characters are adcersaly affectai by conditions prsvailtog 
in thsir #idst, gss&ling^  theft, adultery, merder and snieide, 
Greene's sociological, moral and religiens sencayts aad overtones 
are organically related to the idea of lost childhood in his vision
of the eenylex of good and evil in the world. The situation de­
scribed in 'Greeneland' is, by and W # ,  obviously detrWntal 
to the preservation of innocence i manifold evil sems to dominate 
the atmosphere. As one eritie has rsmsrked*
All Christians have sems respomsihility in regard to 
' these outrages against spiritual values, hut perhaps 
the Christian Journalist^ -has the privilege as well as 
the ohligation of ealliSg the world's attention to thee. ^
Mho would dare un^restisete the ohallengs of this 
woithy voeation.i"
Graham Greene has #pamntly accepted this challenge end his stark
vision of the sseond quarter of the twentieth century is ?a world
of mindless and psyuhotia brutality, " In his travel story,
i©' quotes from The Lawless, ksads. Greene's story of travel in Mex­
ico, a lengthy autobiographical flashback, in order to show that 
", . it is essential to a just appreeiatiem of his work to re­
alise that it is entirely based upon his sad and infemrently emo­
tional swsreness of smn's basic barhariem," (p. 193) , Per the 
views of other eritiSs on thü seint. vide sesrsi pp. 4; 35, n. 24; 
77, n. 3.
■ ®^flneent J. Giese, "Ths Christian Writer, 1933", Ansriea. 
UPOag (June 13, 1953), 301. fowlie, who notes that Bernanos 
and mioy ", . . nssigwd to GatWlies their real fsnation of wor­
riers and disturbers of æ  pease, of ewcismces never at rest 
. • . Little wonder that Bernanos, as will a# Mauries end GvsenS, 
have been difficult sons of the Church." Gpide. pp. 137-9.
*4ü»bsl, Nsdexm Pietk»»' f* 2*0* Thin scholar unequivocally 
assigns to Greene a place among the foremost modem novelists: "In 
at least Area of his be^, it's a hsttlefiald, BriAten meek, and 
The Labyrinthine Meve (Ths Power , and the Glory). he may claim the
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Jourmv Without Maos, dooorihiug th# "hoort of darknoss" onoug the 
totems, aad terrors of coastal Africa, Greems shoes hoe moral evil 
lurks heoeath the surface of respectability in the social struc­
ture when he urites*
It isn't a gain to hsve turned the witch or the masked 
secret dancer, the sense of supernatural evil, into 
. ' 'the small human viciousness of the thin distinguished 
military gray head in Kensington Gardens with tW soft 
lips mad the eye which dselt with dull luster on girls 
and boys of a certain age . . , They are not, after all, 
sofarfremthecentraldarkness.*4Mhenomesees 
to what nnhappiness, to what peril of extinction cen- 
■ turies of eerebration hsve bror#t us, one semetisms 
has a curiosity to discover if one can from what we. 
have come, to recall at which point we went astray,*2
The "sense of supernatural evil" permeates this paragraph
not only in the central inmge of the Old Tempter but also in the 
suggestive epithets, sinuous rhythm and the "hint of an explsma- 
tion" in the closing words as to the central darkness that en­
veloped sweskind at the Fall.
Admittedly not a writer Who aism at edification, Greene is, 
however, constantly linked with such eminently Catholic novelists
ancestry of James, Conrad and Joyce, and the ece#aoy of men like 
Kafka, Auden and Mauriac, Me stands at the threshold of major fie- 
tion/ a searching, irresistible talent, and a true megieisn in the
words and spells of authentic drama. Me has found «  instrument 
for probing the temper and tragedy of his age, the perversions smd
fears that have betrayed it, end the stricken weathers of its soul," 
(P» 293).
^^ Greeme, Jdumev Mithout Mas# (Loudon: William Heinemsnn, 
Ltd., 193#), pp. 1 0 -1 1 . ;M .Fraser,• The Modem Writer.,• pp. 102-3. 
Mscussing the ". . . wonderful senee of atmesfhsre —  of the at­
mosphere in particular of what ho (Greene) calls 'seediwss'",
Fraser adds: ". . . we taaow that we are in a world that we too
often ourselves live in, a world that is full of pockets of moral 
evil ..."
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13
a# Blqy^  Baraaaoa, Mamflac and Waugh, 91# fraquaat aordld par- 
trayaia paradoxloally coaelud# with allwaio*# to hop#, pardon, and 
Iowa of God, A meant critic/ daelaring that ", ,  ^Qod i# an wn- 
miatckahln power in GrCcna'# tragadiaa, a p»ar that fight# caaca- 
lacily for the hemen Cowl", - finds that the enffaring of theea char- 
aeter# pwraned hy giwinn law# ia th# pwlfication raqnimd before 
they can enter the preeence of God. Death ie onr child; according 
to Greene, end we meat go throegh pain in order to hew owr death. 
Thin ie the keynote of hi# work, that the only eecepe from eln ia 
to be eewght in the preeence of God.^ A eigeifleant point in 
thi# conneetion ia that alwaye at the hour of death hie heroee re- 
epond to grace which has pnrewed them through the labyrinthine waps. 
The Meniean priest, for enanple, deprived of sacrsasntal confession, 
hush la and contrite, abandons himself to the Mercy of God. Or 
again, we find gcobie, dying as a euieide, crying out in smguieh, 
God, I lose , . and Pathsr km* adds a comforting epilogue* 
"I think from s&at I saw of him , , , that he really loved God,"
Just before death, garah Miles returns to the faith of her child­
hood, while Rose Bsmhertan, having taken her own life, utters a
fowlie observes that with these writers "... it is pri- 
marily a gueatism of transforming man's fate into a veeatiem . . . 
The Catholic novel, then will, in seem way or other, point out the
supernatural vocation of man." Guide, p. 178.
^Sewak, The Catholic World. ClggRVI, 200-1. gg. Pewlie: 
"In the characters of Greene and Bernanos, 1# differing d«%reas, 
there is evident the slow and sosmtimes terrifying progress of 
Divine love seeking to make its way through a desolate world," 
GuidSà p* 160.
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prayer at the last rwaemt, weed hy the theeght ef the Oed she was 
merer taught to lore. Her emele, the crippled Father Brow*, cau­
tions his pieee sistersi "Tee don't heee, aad 1 don't know, the 
mount of lore md pity He's spending on her now." In tW same 
profound mmmer the unknown priest, after Pinkie's death, comforts 
his child-wife. Rose. Father Hillim Callifer and Jamas Callifer 
also come to realise the infinite tamdermess ef Divine Love.^ ®
In all such cases we find the "ahselute tests of moral selfhood", 
the recognitiw of which is, aeeordimg to Zahel, the focal point 
or ulterior motive in Qheeme's work.^® We may ask again if, im 
this recurrent situation, Creene is not stressing the Gospel pre­
cept; "... unless you haeeme like little children again, you 
shall not enter the kingdom of heaven.
The estent of Greene's concern for moral valmss, his pre­
occupation with the "imdestmetihle integrity of the individual 
life", can W  measured hy ths prominence he gives to the ehild's- 
eys view of the world. There is no happy. Joyous childhood or 
adolescence for his young people, nor do his adult characters re­
call nostalgically any such earn free period. They grew up amid 
sordid eireumetaneesj they witness painful or shocking episodes; 
they are weighted down hy responsihilities heyond a child's ca-
^^Rosteme asserts that Greene is "the compeesionate in­
terpreter of the patience of God." Graham Greene, p. IM.
^Xshel, Medem Piatien. p. 290.
^^ gatthep, TFIII, 3,
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pmity te endmr#, Th# lnm#e#nt suffering' » d  the morel hsssrds 
to uhleh hi# youthful ehmreeter# ere empeeed subserve his morel 
purpose. Is his Psefstory Letter to losteems's critical study, 
Greeme mshes eleer the impSrtmss# of th# p^#imt-ef-vism' is the 
ereft of fietiom for his gsmoretimp.^ ■ Im the works emsmised im 
this study w# find that each child, each immature adult scarcely 
beyosd adolescesee, is either the focus of uarratios, the essestial 
cestre of the main actios at critical msmauts, or, peripheral to 
the plot at first, is gradually drauu to the centre. This tech­
nique gives coherence to the body of his work viewed as "eyuholic 
melodrma", ^  ^and provides a perupactiv# of evil is the design of 
his fiction, oesays smd literary criticism,®^
A few auauplas of the pivotal importance of the child will 
illustrate this technique^  Pinkie (BriAtm Rock) as narrative 
focal point throughout, is a Hitler redueud to scale, his will to 
power operating im race-traak gangsterdem. The Meniean Priest's 
natural daughter (Ths Power and the Glory) is the focus of marra- 
tioe in tmo ins tances only, yet she is the essential centre of the
®^Rostesse, GrShsm Greene, p. 12. "I could discuss with 
you at length on the art of writing ... the enormous influmsee 
enereised is Ragland of ny generation by Percy Lubbock's Graft. of 
fiction through which so many of us were initiated into the tech­
nique of Henry James and to the importance of the 'point-of-view'
. ,
l^ praser, P- W* P " i®
24tostemae, Graham Grmene. p. 90: "This grasp ... of 
the continuity of the visible world md tW invisible world con­
stitutes the psychological bedrock upon which Greene builds his 
work."
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priest's imtsrior conflict. ' la ths smss work, ws find Coral saa- 
tral to ths maim sxteraal sctiom of pursuit whan ska shsltar# ths 
fugitiva priest from the police; Luis is peripheral to the plot 
until the very end, drasm to the ceatre, he eysholises the redemp- 
tiott of aouls through martyrdom; from a potential yoUag scoffer 
at religion he haesmes an ardent witness to the glory of dying for 
the faith end regards ' the' martyred' priest as a truly great men. 
the hew priest whom he weleomee with childlike reuarUnee becomes 
am image of the same' authentic heroism.
In The Heart of the Matter, neither Seobie's little dead 
daughter nor the fortugeese Captain's daughter, for whose sake
gcobie failed in his duty; is the focus of narration, yet each is
central to the "chain of events which leads a devout and good msm, 
out of emcessive regard for others, to sin grievously."^  ^In The
End of the' Affair.- Parkis'S boy, like Luis in the earlier work, is
not at first an essentially central ehsraeter; but W  enters the 
story gradually (by his father's frequent remarks about the child's 
clever detective work and by the boy's services as aeeempliee in 
the detection of garah's "affair"), ms seems at the end to be a 
witness, in his newly found faith, to garak's salvation. Im & &
fWfr thirteen-year-old Anne, so richly endowed with 
natural virtues, wise beyond her years, is an instrumnt of grace
^^ jgf. fraser, Modem Writer, p. 100, who rather dryly adds 
that gcobie . . is an inkrineieally 'nicer' person probably than 
most of those who read abo# him."
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for her oomoeiomeo-torturod onel##. Her. role ie emelegoee to that 
of Perhie'e hey, ■ ee, eh* too ie ,dr*ee fro# the periphery to the 
centre*
: Although fee critic#. allude: to mad oooe #trees rhe thematic 
fueetioe of Greeae'e psychological stu# of ehildlife im the cha­
otic moder* world, the importâmes of this aspect of his work can 
hardly he orerestimated* la the basic dualism contained within 
Greene's vision, •** * . love emd grace are the ways of God, and 
God's power is iafiaitely more active than the power of evil earn 
ever be*"^ The precocious wlséw emd the Intuitive sympathy of 
children illustrate for Greeme that Divine Power aad Love are at 
work in the world* In his earlier books we see children chiefly 
as victims of suffering, cynicism, end aim; in th# later writings, 
the child is a symbol of immoeemee, love, and grace,^ khethsr 
they live wader the sinister shadow of evil that materialises out 
of vice and crime, or are saved fro# loss of imoeence by death 
in early life, or are led by a miracle of grace to a knowledge of 
the supernatural, these chlldmn help to give support to the con­
clusions of critics who see in Graham Greene one of gmglamd's fiwst 
praetislmg philoso*ieal novelists, Ms fs#s, through trsmslatioms 
and film versions of his better known works, is now world wide,®*
The Catholic World. ClXgXVI, 213.
2®iee Appendix, pp. 108-116 for a synoptic table of child 
characters*
®*kostemme, om Greet#*s authority, states that, in general,
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In a reewmt Imtarvfaw, an Amarlaaa critic, nhila daclarin# that
"C#hnlic participatian in lit*rat%*a and art$ ahonld aocn ha
ready to riee like the phneai*?, ie not, however, optWetie about
the praaent poaitien of American Catholic literature which he# net
pet, in hi# vior, proAnmed a really eejor writer: , . met if
one i# thinking of wtitere of the etature of such Reropeama as
Çlendel; Oreane, or Nauriaci"®)
koetesme, in a perceptive etudy of "I'univer# grwniem",
elahae that modem eritie i# the official Werpreter of an
anther'# 'meaaage'.®* He accorda to Creene a high rank amaeg
writers whose works derive from "the dignity of a message", for
the world of Greene is eoeeemed with the ccmplen reality of nan
and most be viewed as an organic whole; only in this wap earn we
see in the author something other than the writer who merely strings
pearls or pampers his ego.®^
Greene paints the world around u# as if it were self- 
eoetnimed and self-sufficient, yet he gives us to under­
stand, discreetly and skilfully, that the key to the
final meaning of this world is to be found beyond this
world
films made by American or British cwpanies "... have nothing of 
the prefOwnd significance of the hooks which inspired them . . , 
it would he a grave error to approach the world of Greene through 
this medium." Graham Greene, p. 10.
®®joks Pick, founder and editor of Renaeeenee. quoted in 
"The Nan of Letters", The Rian. RXRPII (Aily 1933), 28.
®*%&aLRRBaS P' 24, n. 50.
p. *4.
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TW mania# Of thi# Chriatim world i# th# apiritml do#-
tiay of mo, croditod for otmml howima#, whidh h# attoim, oo«
oordiig to Ormm, through gram and tha fight ua# of hi# froa
will in ahooaimg #aod amd avoidimg avil. Rhao ha auaeumh#, im
tha world of Oroama, to tha titamia or to tha aUhtl# aril he am-
oouatara, wo arm awara that' emly in life, i* ehilAaod or ado-
leaeamea, aemmaé prObahly failed to heed the letter amd tha spirit
of the Dirtm nemamd:
■ Let the little children'owe to me , . do mot heap 
' them hack; the kingdom of Cod helonga to sweh as these 
• . . Tbe m m  who does mot waieem tha kingdw of Cod 
like a child, will not enter into it.29
lArlf*
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